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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a theory of dualities for modules 
and to give some applications to the theory of rings with minimum condition 
for one-sided ideals. Dualities with which we are concerned are functorial dualities 
based on the notion of functors in the sense of Eilenberg and MacLane [5] and 
are not axiomatic ones such as discussed by MacLane [16] and Buchsbaum [2]. 
1. Let A and B be two rings with unit elements. Let ~l be a class of left 
(or right) A-modules and iE a class of left (or right) B-modules. The category 
in which" objects" are modules in ~l (resp. iB) and" maps" are all A-homomor-
phisms (resp. B-homomorphisms) will be denoted by the same letter ~l (resp. iB). 
A function T which assigns to each module X in ~X a B-module T(X) in iE and 
to each A-homomorphism f: X -)XI (X, XI E ~l) a B-homomorphism T(f): T(X) 
-> T(X/), is called a covariant functor from the category ~l to the category iB if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(0.1) If f: X -) X is the identity, then T(f) is the identity. 
(0.2) T([lof)=T(fl)o T(f) for f: X->XI, fl: )C-)XII. 
(0.3) T(f + f/)= T(f)+ T(fl) for f, fl: X -> XI. 
In case T assigns to each A-homomorphism f: X->XI a B-homomorphism T(f): 
T(X/)-) T(X) and T satisfies (0.1), (0.3) and (0.2Y below: 
(0.2/ T(flof)=T(f)o T(fl) for f: X->XI, fl: XI-+X", 
T is called a contravariant functor from stl to iB. 
Let T1 and T2 be two functors from ~l to iE, both covariant Crespo both 
contravariant). A natural transformation (/): T1 -) T2 is defined to be a family 
of B-homomorphisms (/)CX): T1(X)-) TzCX) such that the diagram 
T 1(X) ~ T 2(X) 
lT1(f) 1 TzCf) (/)(X/) 
T1(X/) ----+ T2(XI) 
is commutative (i.e. T 2(!)0(/)(X)=(/)(X/)oT1([» for all f: X-)XI Crespo f: XI-+ 
X). If each f])(X) is a B-isomorphismo of 7\(X) onto TlX), then f]) is called a 
1) "Isomorphism" means "isomorphism onto". 
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natural equivalence. If there exists a natural equivalence (/J: T1-. T 2 , 1\ and 
T2 are said to be naturally equivalent. Eilenberg and MacLane [5] explained 
these notions by taking the duality relation between finite-dimensional real vector 
spaces as an example. In this paper we shall formulate dualities in terms of 
these notions. 
2. Let %f. be a class of left A-modules and Q3 a class of right B-modules 
such that ~X contains A as a left A-module and ~ contains B as a right B-
module. A (functorial) duality between ~r and ~ is defined to be a pair (Db D 2 ) 
of a contravariant functor Dl from ~ to Q3 and a contravariant functor D2 fro111. 
Q3 to ~X such that the covariant functors DzDl and DID2 are naturally equivalent 
to the identity functor; namely, if there exist a family of A-isomorphisms Al(X): 
X ---'? D 2D 1(X) and a family of B-isomorphisms A2( Y): Y -) D 1D 2( Y) such that the 
diagrams 
x ~ D 2D 1(X) Y ~ DlDiY) 
(0.4) 11 1 D 2D 1(f) 
XI ~) D 2D 1(XI) 
19 A I 1 D1D2(g) 
yl ~) D1D:J.( Y') 
are commutative for any A-homomorphism f: X->X1 and any B-homomorphism 
g: Y -) Y' (X, X' E~; Y, Y' E Q3), then the pair (DI' D 2) is called a duality. In 
this case, Dl (resp. D 2 ) is called an anti-isomorphism from ~ onto Q3 (resp. from 
Q) onto ~l). 
3. A typical example of dualities is furnished by character modules which 
are algebraic analogues of character groups of locally compact commutative 
groups (d. [33]). Let U be a two-sided A-B-module; by this we shall mean 
that U is a left A-module and a right B-module such that a(ub)=(au)b for a E A, 
bEB, uE U. For a left A-module X and a right B-module Y we put 
(0.5) Charu X = RomA (X, U) , Charu Y=RomE (Y, U) . 
Here HomA (X, U) is a right B-module which consists of all A-homomorphisms 
of X into U with the usual compositions: 
(a+{j)(x)=a(x)+{9(x) , (ab)(x) = (a(x»b 
where a, {9 E Hom,l (X, U), bE B, x EX. HomE (Y, U) is similarly defined. Charu X 
is called the U-character module of X; the U-character lTIodule Charu Y of a 
right B-module Y is a left A-module. For any A-homomorphism I: X->X' we 
define 
Charu /: Charu XI---'?Charu X 
by putting 
[Charul](a)=aoj for aECharuX', 
i.e. Charu j = HomA (/, 1) in the notations of Cartan and Eilenberg [5]. For a 
B-homomorphism g: Y ---? Y', Charu g: Charu Y' -> Charu Y is similarly defined. 
[Sci. Rep. T.K.D. Sect. A. 
( 2 ) 
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For a left A-module X we define a natural homomorphim 
(0.6) 
by 
Tru(X): X -} CharI! (Charu X) 
[Tru(X)(x)](a) =a(x) for xE X, aE Charu X . 
For a right B-module Y, a natural homomorphism Tru( Y) is similarly defined. 
CharlT is always a contravariant functor. If Charu maps ~l into ~ and maps 
~ into ~1, and Tru(X), Tru( Y) are isomorphisms for every X in ~1 and for every 
Y in ~, Charu defines a duality bet\veen ~1 and ~ in our sense. In this case it 
is said that the duality with respect to U-character modules holds between ~21 and 
?E. Such a duality is an algebraic analogue of the Pontrjagin duality for locally 
compact commutative groups. It \vill be shown (Theorem 1.2 below) that if 
Chary defines a duality between ~1 and ~, then Tru(X) and Tru( Y) are all isomor-
phisms for X in ~l and Y in ~. 
4. Another example of dualities is given by dual representation modules 
for finitely generated modules over an algebra of finite rank with respect to a 
field; a left A -module X is said to be a dual representation module of a right 
A -module Y if the representations of A determined by X and Yare equivalent 
(d. Nesbitt and Thrall [22]). It has been proved quite recently by H. Tachikawa 
[27] that dual representation n1.odules can be obtained also as U-character modules 
with a suitable two-sided A-A-module U. 
5. Chapter I deals with dualities defined above as functors. In § 1 we shall 
establish that any duality between ~l and ~ is equivalent to a duality which 
assigns to each module in ~1 and ~ its U-character module with a suitable two-
sided A-B-module U. Here two dualities (Dl' D 2 ) and (EI' E 2 ) are said to be 
equivalent if the functors Di and Ei are naturally equivalent for £=1,2. 
6. In case A is a commutative ring and IJ{ is a class of left A -modules 
containing A as a left A-module, a duality (or more precisely a self-duality) for 
~1 is defined to be a contravariant functor D from ~1 to ~l such that D2 is 
naturally equivalent to the identity functor; in this case there exists a family 
of A-homomorphisms A(X): X -)- D 2(X) such that the diagram 
X ~D2(X) 
1f ID2(f) 
XI ~D2(X') 
(0.7) 
is commutative for any A-homomorphism f: X-)-X'. In § 5 we shall prove 
that any duality for ~l is equivalent to a duality defined by means of semi-linear 
(U, O)-character modules where U is a left A-module and 0 is a ring-automorphism 
of A with period < 2. 
7. Semi-linear character modules are defined as follows. Let U be a left 
A -module with a semi-linear isomorphism w; that is, there exists a ring-auto-
morphism 0 of A such that w(au) = O(a)w(u). We assume further that 02 =1. For 
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a left A -module X the set of all seJ1'li-linear (A, O)-h01nolnorphisms a of X into 
U (by this we mean that a is a mapping with the property a(ax)= O(a)a(x» 
forms a left A -module under the definitions: 
(a+ a)(x)= a(x)+ aCx) , (aa)(x)=a(a(x» 
where :c E X, a E A. This module is called the sen1i-linear (V, OJ-character l1wdule 
of X and will be denoted by Charll,e X. For any A-homomorphism f: X-IX! 
we define an A -homomorphism 
Charll,e j: Charll ,e X! -f Charll ,8 X 
by [Charu,8f](a)=a o j:X-'U for aE Charu,eXf. We define a natural A-homo-
morphism 
nu,e(X) : X -? CharU,8 (Charu,e X) 
by putting [nu ,e(X)(x)](a)=w(a(:c» for x E X, a E Charll ,e X. From the assumption 
that O~=I, it follows that nll,e(X) is actually an A-homomorphism. As in the 
case of character modules, if Charll.e defines a duality for ~l then nll,e(X) is an 
A-isomorphism for X in ~l. 
8. Let '!!l be a class of left A-modules and ~ a class of left B-modules such 
that ~l contains A as a left A -module and ~ contains B as a left B-module. Let 
Tl be a covariant functor from m to ~ and T2 a covariant functor from ~ to ~L 
If T2TI and TIT!. are naturally equivalent to the identity functor, Tl (resp. TJ 
is called an isol1wrphism from SIr onto ~ (resp. from ~ to ~l). Under some con-
ditions on ~! and SS, it will be shown in § 3 that Tl is naturally equivalent to 
each of covariant functors V 0 AX and RomA (V, X) where U is a two-sided 
B-A-module and V a two-sided A-B-module. It is to be noted that a composite 
of two anti-isomorphisms is an isomorphism. 
9. Chapter II is devoted to a detailed investigation of dualities between ~{ 
and ~ for the case where A and B are rings satisfying the minimum condition 
for left and right ideals, and ~l is the class A\)J~ of all finitely generated left A-
modules and ~ is the class 9)1B of all finitely generated right B-modules. The 
necessary and sufficient condition in order that the duality with respect to U-
character modules should hold between ~{ and ~, which is obtained in ~ 2, is sim-
plified greatly in this case. This will be discussed in § 6; a half part of Theorem 
6.3 was first proved by Tachikawa [27]. Our results obtained in §§ 6 and 10 may 
be considered as a generalization of the theory of quasi-Frobenius rings (§ 14), 
10. In· case A and B are algebras of finite rank over the same field, we 
shall restrict ourselves to dualities satisfying a certain condition depending on 
the ground field. We shall say that two algebras A and B over the same field 
are similar if there exists a duality between the categories A\)J?: and 9JcjJ, or what 
amounts to the same thing, if there exists an isomorphism between the categories 
A~J( and lJ9Jc. It will be shown in § 9 that A and E are similar if and only if 
their basic algebras AO and EO in the sense of Nesbitt and Scott [21] are isomor-
phic as algebras. Thus our notion of similarity is identical with that of similarity 
introduced by Osima [24], and is reduced to the classical notion of similarity for 
central simple algebras. In case A and B are similar, we can determine the 
[Sci. Rep. T .K.D. Sect. A. 
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complete family of dualities between A~J( and ~J(N with the aid of basic algebras. 
In determining the complete family of dualities for modules over a commutative 
ring with minimum condition, the work of Snapper [26] plays an important role. 
rt will also be shmvn that a faithful module over a commutative ring with mini-
mum condition which has a composition series is completely indecomposable in 
the sense of Snapper if and only if it is injective. The same fact remains valid 
for completely indecomposable modules in the sense of Feller [7]. 
11. In Chapter III we shall give some applications of our theory. In § 15 
we shall discuss regular pairings introduced recently by Curtis [4]. His results 
will be generalized or refined. In § 16 we shall deal with the endomorphism 
rings of faithful modules over a quasi-Frobenius ring. We shall prove that for 
a quasi-Frobenius ring A the A-endomorphism rings of two faithful right A-
modules U and V are isomorphic if and only if there exists semi -linear (A 0 , 8)-
isomorphism of Ue onto Ve with a ring-automorphism 0 of AD ""here AO=eAe is 
the basic ring of A and e is a sum of mutually orthogonal non-isomorphic primi-
tive idempotents of A. For a quasi-Frobenius ring A, the A-endomorphism ring 
of a faithful right A-module U is not always quasi-Frobenius; we shall prove 
that it is quasi-Frobenius if and only if U is a projective right A -module. In 
case A is a quasi-Frobenius algebra, the A-endomorphism ring of a faithful right 
A-module is a QF-3 algebra in the sense of Thrall [29]. Thrall has introduced 
the notion of QF-3 algebras as a generalization of quasi-Frobenius algebras. In 
§ 17 it will be shown how we can obtain QF-3 algebras. 
12. In Appendix it will be shown that any duality for the category of al1 
locally compact commutative groups is equivalent to Pontrjagin's duality defined 
by means of character groups. Here a duality D for this category is postulated 
to be such that D maps the topological space Hom (X, XI) with the compact-open 
topology continuously into I-lorn (D(XI), D(X» for any locally compact commuta-
tive groups X and XI. 
13. Throughout this paper, rings will be assumed to be associative rings 
with unit elements (=identity elements), and by a module with a ring as a left 
(or right) operator domain we shall mean always a module on which the unit 
element of the ring acts as the identity operator. The significances of the nota-
tions used in the Introduction will be retained throughout this paper. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL THEORY OF DUALITIES 
1. Dualities between two categories of modules 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A and B be rings whose unit elements will be denoted by 
1 and II respectively. Let SU be a class of left A-modules and ~ a class of right 
B-modules such that ~X contains A as a left A-module and ~ contains B as a 
right B-module. Then any duality D=(DI' D 2 ) between ~x and Q3 is equivalent to 
a duality which assigns to each }nodule in ~l and ~ its U-character module with 
a suitable two-sided A-B-module U; more precisely, there exist a two-sided A-B-
module U, a family of B-isomorphisms ([)l(X): D1(X)---;}Charu X (Xe~l) and a 
fmnily of A-isomorphisms ([)2(Y): Dz(Y)---;}Charu Y (Ye~) such that the diagrams 
D., (g) D2( yl) ---~ Di Y) 1 ([)zC yl) 1 ([)z( Y) 
Charu 9 Charu yl __ ~ Charu Y 
are commutative for f: X ---t XI (X, XI E ~l) and g: Y ---t yl (Y, Y/ e ~). Moreover, 
the natural homomorphisms 
defined by 
Tru(X): X ---;} Charu (Charu X) , 
Tru(Y): Y -}Charu (Charu Y) , 
[Tru(X)(x)](a)=a(x) , [Tru( Y)(y)](~) = ~(y) 
where x eX, ye Y, a e Charu X, ~ e Charu Y, are all isomorphisms. 
PROOF. We shall divide our proof in several steps. For the sake of simpli-
city 'we shall denote D1 • D2 by the same letter D and AI, Az by the same letter A. Further we put 
( 1 ) A*(X)=D(A(X»OA(D(X» , A*( Y) =D(A(Y»o A(D(Y» 
where Xe~r, YeQ3. A*(X) and A*(Y) are respectively a B-isomorphism and an 
[Sci. Rep. T.K.D. Sect. A. 
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A -isomorphism. 
1. i) Let us put 
(2 ) U=D(A) . 
Then V is a right B-module. For any element a of A we define an A-homomor-
phism <PIt: A ----l' A by putting <pa(X) =xa for x EX. Since D(<pa) is a B-endomorphism 
of V, D(<pa)u is defined for any element u of V. We set 
(3) au=D(<pa)u, for uE V, aE A. 
Then it is easy to see that V is a left A-module; e.g. we have a'(au)=(a'a)u 
for a, a/ E A, uE V since a/(au)= D(<pa,,)(D(<pa)u)=D(<pa o <pa/)U= D(<pa'a)U= (a1a)u. 
Moreover we have a(ub)=(au)b for aE A, bEB, uE V, since D(<p(t) is a B-homo-
morphism and hence D(<pa)(ub) = (D(<pa,)u)b. Thus U is a two-sided A-B-module. 
ii) Let us put 
(4) V=D(B) . 
Then V is a left A-module. For any element b of B we put 
( 5 ) vb=D(<po)v , for vE V , 
where <po: B->B is defined by <Po(y)=by for YEB. Similarly as in i) we can 
prove that V is a two-sided A -B-module. 
II. i)' Let X be any left A -module in ~r. We define a B-isomorphism 
ff)o(X): D(X)----l'Charv X by 
( 6) [(/)o(X)](y) = A*(B)-l 0 D(<pv) 0 )(X) for yED(X) , 
where <pv: B ----l' D eX) is defined by £/Jy(b) = yb for bE B. Furthermore, we shall 
consider a mapping P'o(X): Charv X --} D (X) by putting 
[?fToeX)] (a) = eD(a) 0 A(B»(l') for aE Chary X. 
We shall first prove that (/)oeX)o?fTo(X)=1. If we put y = ?Jfo(X) (a) , then <Pv= 
D(a)oA(B) and hence DC<Pv)o l(X)=D()(B»oD2(a)oJ.(X). On the other hand, 
D\a)oJ.(X)=[D2DICa)]oJ.(X)=A(D(B»oa by the property of dualities (d. (0.4) in 
Introduction) and hence we have @o(X)(y)=)*(B)-loD(J.(B»oJ.(D(B»oa=a by 
(1). Therefore (bo(X) 0 qfO(X) = 1. 
We shall next prove :that 1J!o(X) is a B-homomorphism. Let a E Chary X. 
Then for any element x of X and for bEB we have (ab)(x)=(a(x»b=D(cplJ)(a(x» 
by the definition of scalar multiplication for character modules and by the defini-
tion of multiplication of elements of V with elements of B. Therefore we have 
(?fJ oCX)](ab)= (D(ab) 0 ACB »(1') =eD(a) 0 D2( <po) 0 J.(B »(1') 
= (DCa) deB) 0 cpo)(l /) = CD (a) 0 J.(B»(l' . b) 
=[(D(a) 0 J(B»(l')]b= [?Jl oCX)(a)]b . 
Thus ?Jlo(X) is a B-homomorphism since it is clear that qJo(X)(a+a/)=qJoeX)(a)+ 
?Jl o(X)(a'). 
Vol. 6, No. 150] 
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Now (/Jo(X) is one-to-one since D(<p!!)=D(<pv') for V, V' E D(X) implies D2(<f!!) 
=D'J.(</Jv') and hence <Py=<PY', and consequently V=V'. Since (J)oCX) 0 ?J!o(X) =1, we 
see that (J)o(X) is onto. Hence ?J!o(X) is also one-to-one and onto. Therefore 
lJf"o(X) is a B-isomorphism and hence (J)o(X) is also a B-isomorphism. Thus we 
have 
( 7 ) [rbO(X)]-l(a) = (D(a) 0 A(B»(l') , for a E Charv X . 
ii) We shall define an A-isomorphism @uCY): D(Y)->Charu Y for YE~ by 
( 8 ) [@o(Y)](x)=(A*(A»-lOD(CPx)OA(Y) , for xE DCY) , 
where cpx: A ~ D(Y) is defined by cpx(a)=ax for a EA. Similarly as in i) we can 
prove that mo(Y) is actually an A-isomorphism and that 
( 9 ) for e E Charu Y. 
III. We shall prove that the diagrams 
D(X') D(f~ D(X) D(Y') D(q)~ DCY) 
(10) 1 @o(X') 1 @o(X) 
I Charv f Charv X --~ Charv X 
1 <PoC yl) 1 @o(Y) 
Charu g 
Charu Y' --~ Charv Y 
are commutative for any A-homomorphism f: X~X' (X, XI E~l) and for any 
B-homomorphism g: Y ~ Y' (Y, Y' E5S). 
i) Let V/ED(X'), xEX and put y=D(f)(v'). Then for <py: B-----,;D(X) defined 
by </Jy(b)=yb, we have <Pr;(b)=Vb=(D(f)(y')b=D(f)(y'b)=(D(f)o<jv)(b) and hence 
D(</Jy)o).(X)=D(<fy,)oD2(f)o).(X)=DC<py')OJ.(X')of. Therefore we have 
[«(/)o(X) 0 D(f»(y/)](X) = [(A*(B»-l 0 D (<py) 0 A(X)](x) 
= [(A*(B»-l 0 D(<py') 0 A(X') 0 f](x)= [«Charv f) 0 @o(X'»(v')](x) . 
Thus the commutativity of the first diagram of (10) is proved. 
ii) The second diagram of (10) is proved similarly as in i). 
IV. We shall now prove that a mapping w: U -) V defined by 
(11) w(u)= [()'*(B»-l 0 D(</Ju) 0 J.(A)](I) , for uE U 
is an A-B-isomorphism and that the inverse of w is given by 
(12) (O-l(v)=[D(cpv)o)'(B)](1/) , for vE V, 
where <pu: B~ U and cpv: A~ V are defined by <Pu(b)=ub, cpv(a)=av, for aE A, 
bEB. 
Let x: Charv A~ V be a mapping defined x(a)=a(l) for aECharv A. Then 
X is clearly a B-isomorphism. Since @o(A) maps DCA) (= U) B-isomorphically 
onto Charv A as is already proved in II and w = X 0 @o(A), we see that co is a 
B-isomorphism. Hence we have only to prove that w is an A-homomorphism. 
For an element a of A we have cpau(b) = (au)b= a(ub) = [D(cpa) o CPu] (b) and hence 
[Sci. Rep. T.K.D. Sect. A. 
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D(o/au) 0 J.(A) =D(</Jll) 0 D2(CPa) 0 J.(A) =D(</Ju) 0 J.(A) o cpa since D2(cpa) 0 J.(A)= D'l.D1(CPa) 0 
J.(A)=J.(A)ocpa by the property of dualities (d. (0.4) in Introduction). Therefore 
we have 
w(au) = [(J.*(B»-l 0 D (</Jau.) 0 J.(A)](l)= [(J.*(B »-1 0 D(</Ju.) 0 J.(A) 0 CPa](l) 
= [( J.*CB»-1 0 DC!,};u.) 0 J.(A)](a ·1) =a[C(J.*(B»-l 0 D(!.};u) 0 J.(A»(l)] 
=aw(u) . 
Thus w is an A-homomorphism and hence w is an A-B-isomorphism. It follows 
from (7) that w-1 is given by the formula (12). 
V. Let 1" be any A-B-homomorphism of U into V. Then the mapping 
Hom (1, r): Charu M -) Char,T M 
defined by [Hom (l,r)J(r)=ror: M-> V for reCharuM, Me~{ or ~\ is clearly an 
A-homomorphism or a B-homomorphism according as Me~ or Me'll. 
Since w: U -) V is an A-B-isomorphism as is proved in IV, Hom (1, (V- l ) is a 
B-isomorphism if it is applied to a left A -module X. Let us put 
for Xe')'(, YelS. 
Then (j)(X): D(X)-7Charu X is a B-isomorphism and 
(13) 
(14) 
([)(X)(y) =w-1 0 (J.*(B »-1 0 D(</Jy,) 0 J.(X) , 
[@(X)]-1(a)=(D(o)oa)o J.(B»(l') , 
for yE D(X) , 
for aECharu X. 
The diagrams 
D(X') y(f~ D(X) Dey') YCg)_'J. DCY) 
1 (/)(X') 1 (/)(X) 
Charu f Charu XI ----+ Charu 9 
(15) lm(Y') lm(Y) 
Charu 9 Charu Y'--~ Charz,. Y 
are commutative for any A-homomorphism f: X-7X' (X, X'E~l) and for any 
B-homomorphism g: Y -7 Y' (Y, Y' E IS); this is seen from the commutativity of 
the diagrams (10). 
VI. i) Let us put 
(16) ,u(X) = (Charu «(/)(X) 0 J.*(X»-l) 0 (/)(D(X» 0 J.(X) 
X ~ D2(X) (/)(D(XJ2 Charu D(X) Charu (m(X) 0 J.*(X)~ Charu (Charu X) 
for any left A -module X in m:. Then ,u(X) is an A -isomorphism. 
Let x be any element of X and put x' = [J.(X)](x). Then we have, for any 
element a of A, cpx,(a)=ax' =a(J.(X)(x»=J.(X)Cax)=(J.(X)ocpx)(a) and hence D(cpx')o 
J.(D(X» = D(cpx) 0 D(J.(X») 0 J.(D(X) = D(CPx)o J.*(X). Since [(j)(D(X» 0 A(X)](X) = 
(/)(D(X»(x/) =(J.*(A»-lO D(cp;c,) oJ.CDCX», for any element a of Charu X we have 
[,u(X)(x)](a) =[J.*(A)-l 0 D(cpx) 0 J.*(X)]«(J.*(X)-lo (/)(X)-I)(a» 
= [J.*(A)-l 0 D(cpx) 0 D(w oa) oJ.(B )](1') 
=[A*(A)-l 0 D(wo ao CPx)o J.(B)](l') . 
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On the other hand, we have, for any element a of A, (woao<fJx)(a)=w(a(ax»= 
a(w(a(x»=cpwr»(;c)(a). Hence from (12) we obtain [,Lt(X)(x)] (a) = [A*(A)-l ° D(C{Jwr»(x») ° 
,-{(B)](l') = (A*(A»-:1(w- 1(wa(x»), that is, 
(17) [.u(X)(x)](a) = (,-{*(A»-l(a(x» , for xEX, aECharuX. 
The value of [/.l(X)(x)](a) can be calculated in another way. Indeed, since 
C{JwIX(x)(a)= a[,.{*(B)-l ° D( CPr»(x» ° A(A)](l)= [,.{*(B )-1 0 D(CPa;(x» ° A(A) lea), we have 
[,Lt(X)(x)](a) = [,.{*(A)-l 0 D(,.{(A» 0 D2(cpa;(x» 0 D (A*(B )-1) 0 A(B )](1') 
where we put 
(18) 
Thus we get 
(19) 
= [,.{*(A)-l 0 D('-{(A» 0 '-{(D(A» 0 CPr»(X) 0 ACB )-1 0 D (A*(B )-1) 0 I.(B)](I') 
= (a(x»bo , 
[.u(X)(x)](a) = (a(x»bo = (A*(A)-l)(a(x» . 
Applying (19) to the case where X=A, a=C{Ju: A-> U (i.e. a(x)=cpu(x)=xu) and 
x=l, we have A*(A)-lU=ubo for any element u of U. This shows that A*(A)-l is 
an A-homomorphism of U into itself. Since A*(A)-l is a B-isomorphism, A*(A)-l 
is an A-B-isomorphism. Therefore Hom (1, J.*(A»o,Lt(X) is an A-isomorphism. 
Since TCuC1"")=Hom(l,I.*(A»o.u(X) by (17), we see that TCu(X) is itself an 
A -isomorphism. 
ii) Let us put 
(20) ,Lt( Y)=(Charv" ((]J(Y) ° A*( y»-l) 0 (]J(D (Y»o 1.( Y) 
Y ~ D2(y) (]J(D(Y12 Charu D(Y) Charu «(]J(Y) oJ.*(Y)t: Charu (Charu Y) 
for any right B-module Y in~. Then ,Lt(Y) is a B-isomorphislu. 
Let y be any element of Y and let us put y' = A( Y)(y). Then we have cPy' = 
A( Y) ocpy. Since [<P(D(Y» 0 J.(Y)](y) = [(]J(D (Y»](y') =w-1 0 A*(B)-l ° D(cpy,) ° A(D( Y», 
for S E Charu Y we have 
Lu( Y)(y)](S) = [w-1 0 J.*(B)-l 0 D (cpy) 0 D(A(Y» 0 A(D (Y»]«A*( Y)-l 0 (]J( Y)-l)(S» 
= [w-1 0 A*(B)-l 0 D(cpy) 0 D(S) ° A(A)](I) 
=[W-1o A*(B)-10D(Socpy)oA(A)](I) . 
Since S ocpy= cpf3(Y) and [,.{*(B)-l 0 D(cpf3(Y» 0 I.(A)]Cl)= w(S(y», we obtain 
(21) [,Lt( Y)(y)](S) = S(y) = [nu (Y)(y)](S) . 
Therefore TCu( Y) is a B-isomorphism. 
Thus the functorial duality D is equivalent to a duality defined by means of 
U-character modules and the duality with respect to U-character modules holds. 
This completes our proof. 
As an immediate consequence of the above proof we have 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let U be a two-sided A-B-module. If Charu determines a 
duality between ~1 and 5B, then the natural h01'nomorphisms 7ru(X), 'lro{ Y) defined 
in Theorem 1.1 are all isoJ1wrphisms for Xe~l, Ye5B. 
REMARK 1.3. Let us denote by Z(A) and Z(B) the centers of A and B re-
spectively. Then for any element a of Z(A) the correspondence u-').au defines 
an A-homomorphism of U into itself. Since 'lro(B) is a B-isomorphism, there 
exists an element b of B such that 
(22) au=ub for any element 14 of U. 
The element b belongs to the center of B. It is easy to see that (22) defines a 
ring -isomorphism 
(23) (0: Z(A)->Z(B) . 
In particular, if A and B are commutative, then A and B are ring-isomorphic. 
The element bo defined in (18) belongs to Z(B) since u -) ubo is a B-isomorphism. 
2. Dualities defined by means of character modules 
In this section we shall determine a necessary and sufficient condition that 
the duality with respect to character modules hold between two categories of 
modules. We shall begin with some lemmas. In the following, by Ann (L; M) 
we denote the set of all elem.ents of M which are annihilated by every element 
of L with respect to a multiplication under consideration. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a ring. Let U be an injective left A-module such that 
for any left ideal I of A with I~A there exists a non-zero A-submodule of U 
which is A-homomorphic to A/I. Then for any left A-module X and for any 
A-submodule Xo of X we have 
Xo = Ann (Ann (Xo; CharlJ X); X) . 
PROOF. Let Xo be any element of X such that Xo $ Xo. Let us put Xl = Axo 
+ Xo . If we assign to each element a of A the coset {axo} modulo Xo, we have 
an A-homomorphism a of A onto XdXo. If we denote by I the kernel of a, there 
is an A-isomorphism do of A/I onto XdXo. Since XI~XO, we have I~A. 
Hence by assumption there exists an A-homomorphism 't' of A/I into U such 
that 't'(A/J)~O. If we denote by i the natural A-homomorphism of Xl onto 
XdXo, the A-homomorphism -r60-1i maps Xl into U such that 't'O'o-li(xo)~O. 
Since U is injective, -rdo-1i is extended to an A-homomorphism a of X into U 
such that a(Xo) = 0, a(xo) ~ O. Hence X'D $ Ann (Ann (Xo; Charu X); X). This 
proves our lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Besides' the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, assume further that U is 
a two-sided A -B-module where B is another ring. If for a left A -module X the 
natural homomorphism 7rv(X): X->Charv (Charv X) is an A-isomorphism, then 
7ru(Xo): Xo->Charu (Charu Xo) is also an A-isomorphism for any left A-submodule 
Xo of X. 
Proof is obvious from Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let A and B be two rings and U a two-sided A-B-module. Let 
X be a left A-module and Xo a left A-submodule of X. If the natural homomor-
phism Tru(X), Tru(X/Xo) are A-isomorjJhisms, then 
Xo=Ann (Ann (Xo; Charu X); X) . 
PROOF. We put XI=Ann (Ann (Xo; Charu X); X). We have clearly XocX/. 
Let Xo be any element of X such that Xo 6; Xo. Then the coset {xo} modulo Xo is 
not zero in X/Xo• Since Tru(X/Xo) is an A-isomorphism, {xo} determines a non-
zero B-homomorphism of Ann (Xu; Charu X) into U. Hence there exists aE 
Ann (Xo; Charu X) such that a(xu)~O. Thus we have Xo 6; XI. Therefore Xo= 
XI. 
Throughout this section we shall assume that A and B are rings and U is a 
two-sided A-B-module. We denote by 2[A, UJ the class of left A-modules which 
are obtained from the left A-modules A and U by taking finite direct sums, 
submodules and quotient modules; Di[B, U] denotes the class of right B-modules 
which are obtained from the right B-modules Band U by the same operations 
described above. 
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent. 
I. Tru(X), Tr(J( Y) are respectively an A-isomorphism and a B-isomorphism, for 
each module X in ~[A, U] and each module Y in m[B, U]. 
II. a) If a left A-module X is A-isomorphic to a quotient module of A or 
U, Tru(X) is an A-isomorphism. 
b) If a right B-module Y is B-isomorphic to a quotient module of B or 
U, TruCY) is a B-isomorphis;n. 
III. a) Tr(J(A) and Tru(B) are respectively an A-is01norjJhisJYl and a B-isoJ1wr-
phism,; that is, A is isomorphic to the B-endomorphism ring of U and 
B is inverse-isomorphic to the A-endomorphism ring of U by the cor-
respondences a--'> ({Ja, b--'> CPt) where ({Ja(u)=au, cpIJ(u)=ub. 
b) U is injective as a left A-module, and for any left ideal I of A with 
I~A there exists a non-zero A-submodule of U which is A-hom01norphic 
to A/I. 
c)U is injective as a right B-module, and for any right ideal ] of B 
with J~B there exists a non-zero B-submodule of U which is B-homo-
morphic to B/]. 
PROOF. i) I --'> II is obvious. 
ii) III-d. Assume III. Then by III a) Tru(U) is an A-isomorphism or a 
B-isomorphism according as U is considered as a left A -module or as a right B-
module. Let X be a left A-module such that Tru(X) is <an A-isomorphism. Put 
Y=Charu X. Then TruCY) is also a B-isomorphism. Let Xo be any A-submodule 
of X, and put Yo=Ann (Xo; Y). Then from III c) it follows by Lemma 2.2 that 
TruCYo) is a B-isomorphism. Since Xo=Ann(Yo; X) and Charu Yo = X/Xo, we see 
that TrueX/Xo) is also an A-isomorphism. Thus Tru(Xo), TrueX/Xo) are A-isomorphisms 
for any A -submodule Xo of X, and hence condition I holds. 
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jii) II->III. Assume II. Then III a) holds clearly. Let I be any left ideal 
of A. In case it is necessary to emphasize that V is considered as a left A-
module (resp. a right B-module), we write .·1 V (resp. Vn). We put W=Ann(I; VB) 
where the pairing of A and VB to V is considered. Since nu(A) and TCu(A/I) 
are A-isomorphisms, by Lemma 2.3 we have I=Ann (W; A). On the other 
hand, TCu(VjW) is a B-isomorphism by II b), and Charu (VjW)=l. Therefore 
any A-homomorphism of 1 into V can be extended to an A-homomorphism of 
A into V. This shows that V is injective. 
Let I be any left ideal of A such that 1 ~ A. Then Allis A-isomorphic to 
Charu (Charu (A/f) and hence Charu (Alf)~O. We take a non-zero element a 
from Charu (A/f). Then we have a(A/f)~O. Thus V contains a non-zero A-
submodule a(A/1) which is A-homomorphic to A/I. Therefore condition III b) 
holds. Since III c) is proved similarly, condition III holds. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that the duality with respect to V-character modules 
holds between 53[A, V J and UC[B, VJ. If a left A-module X in 53 [A, V] is jJro-
jective, then Charu X is an injective right B-module. 
PROOF. We put Y = Charll X. Let ] be any right ideal of B and consider 
any B-homomorphism 9 of J into Y. Let j: } -) B be an injection. Since V is injec-
tive as a left A-module and a right B-111odule, the functor Charu is exact (d. [3]). 
Hence Charu j: Charll B -} Charu ] is onto. Since X = Charll Yand X is projective, 
there exists an A-homomorphism f: Charu Y -) CharI! B such that Charu g= 
(CharI! j)of. Then if we define a B-homomorphism gl: B-> Y by putting gl= 
nu(Y)-loCharu fonu(B) we have g=gloj. This shows that Y is injective. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that the duality with resjJect to V-character 1110dules 
holds between 53[A, V] and U1[B, V]. Then the lattice of two-sided ideals of A is 
ismnorphic to the lattice of two-sided ideals of B. 
PROOF. Let I be any two-sided ideal of A. Then V=Ann (1; V) is an A-
B-submodule of V since a/(av)=(a1a)v for aIEl, aEA, vE V. Conversely, if V' 
is a bvo-sided A-B-submodule of V, then r =Ann (VI; A) is a two-sided ideal of 
A. Hence the correspondence 1----7 Ann (1; V)= V establishes an isomorphism be-
tween the lattice of two-sided ideals of A and the lattice of all A-B-submodules 
of V. Thus Theorem 2.6 is proved. 
Let X be a left A-module and Y a right B-module. Suppose that to any 
element x of X and to any element y of Y an element u of a two-sided A-B-
module V is assigned such that if we write u=(x, V), then (x, y) is additive with 
respect to x and y, and (ax, y)=a(x, V), (x, yb)=(x, y)b, aE A, bEB. 1£ Ann (X; Y) 
=0 and Ann (Y; X)=O, then X and Yare said to form an orthogonal pair to V. 
The following theorem is now easily proved by Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that the duality with re:,-pect to V-character modules 
holds between 53[A, V] and m[B, UJ. If X E 2[A, VJ and Y E m[B, V] form an 
orthogonal pair to V, then each of X and Y is isomorphic to the V-character 
module of the other. 
The following theorem is essentially proved in [17]. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let V be a two-sided A-B-11wdule. Suppose that the V-character 
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module of every simple left A-module and that of every simple right .B-module 
are simple. If a left A-module X and a right B-module Y form an orthogonal 
pair to U and one of X and Y has a composition series, then the other has also 
a composition series, and for every A-subnwdule Xo of X and every B-submodule 
Yo of Y, nu(X/Xo), nu(Y/Yo) are isomorphisms and the annihilator relations 
Ann (Ann (Xo; Y); X)=Xo, Ann (Ann (Yo; X); Y)= Yo hold. 
3. Isomorphisms between two categories of modules 
The following theorem is an analogue of Theorem l.l. 
THEOREM 3.l. Let A and B be two 1'ings. Let ~{ be a class of left A-modules 
and ~ a class of left E-modules; we assume that ~ contains A as a left A-module 
and ~ contains B as a left B-module. Let TI be an isomorphism from the category 
~ to the category ~ and Tz an isomorphism from ~ to ~{ such that T'l. TI and 
TITz are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. Then the functors TI and 
Tz are naturally equivalent to functors HomA (V, ) and Homn (U, ) respectively 
with a suitable two-sided A-B-module V and a suitable two-sided B- A-module U. 
Let Al be a natural equivalence from T'l.TI to the identity functor and Az a 
natural equivalence from TITz to the identity functor; the diagrams 
are commutative for any A-homomorphism /: X-rX' and any B-homomorphism 
g: Y -) Y', and AI(X), A2( Y) are isomorphisms (X, XI E~.(; Y, yl E ~). 
1. Let us put 
(24) 
Then U is a left E-module. For any element a of A we define an A-homomor-
phism cpa: A-rA by cpu(;c)=xa. We set 
(25) UEU, aEA. 
Then it is easy to see that U is a two-sided B-A-module; e.g. we have (bu)a= 
Tl(CPa)(bu)=b(Tl(CPa)U) = b(ua) for a E A, bE B, u E U. 
Let us put 
(26) 
If we put 
(27) vb= Tz( <p1J)v , vE V, bEE, 
it is seen that V is a two-sided A-B-module, where <po: B---'>B is defined by 
cp/)(y)=yb. 
II. i) For each module X in IJ( we define a B-homol110rphism ([Jl(X): T 1(X) 
-7 H0l11.4 ( V, X) by 
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(28) 
\vhere we put 
(29) for Ye'S. 
and cPy: B----- Tl(X) is defined by £/;y(b) = by. We shall prove that (lh(X) is a B-
isomorphism. To prove this we shall consider a B-homomorphism ?/fleX): 
HomA (V, X)----- T1(X) defined by 
?/fl(X)(a)=(T1(a) 0 A2(B»(l') , for a e HOl11A (V, X) . 
If we put y=?J!1(X)(a)=(T1(a) 0 AiB »(1'), then £/;y= TIkt) 0 J..JB) and hence T2(£/;Y) 
= T2Tl(a) 0 TiJ.. 2(B». Therefore V,Te have 
([Jl(X)(y) = Al(X)-l 0 T21\(cv-) oTjA2(B» 0 Ai *(B)-l 
=aoAlCT2(B»-lO TiA2(B» OAl*(B)-l=a . 
This shows that @l(X) o?J! 1 (X) = 1. 
Let a e Hom.,.! (V, X) and ve V. Then by the definition of multiplication of 
a with elements b of B on the left (d. Cartan and Eilenberg [3, p. 22]), we 
have (ba)(v)=a(vb). Since a(vb)=a(T:;.(£/;IJ)v)=(ao T/£/;b»(v) , we have ba=ao Tj£/;b). 
Therefore we have 
P" leX)(ba) = [l\(ba) 0 A2(B)](l') = [TI(a 0 T2(£/;b» oliB )J(l') 
= [l\(a) 0 Tl T 2(£/;0) 0 AlB)](l')= [l\(a) 0 J.z(B) 0 cpb](l/) 
= (TICa) 0 A'}.(B »(b .1/)= b(Tl(CV-) 0 A2(B »(1/) = bUfl1(X)(a)] . 
This shows that ?J!1(X) is a B-homomorphism. From the fact that (()l(X) 0 ?jJ'l(X) 
= 1 it follows that (fJI(X) is onto. On the other hand, (()1(X) is obviously one-to-
one. Thus (fJl(X) is a B-isomorphism and P"l(X)=(fJi(X)-l. 
ii) For each module Yin'S we can define an A-isomorphism (fJ2(Y): TlY)-' 
HomB (U, Y) by 
for xe T 2(Y) , 
where 
for XeS)'{ 
and ({Jx: A->T2(Y) is defined by ({Jx(a)=ax. The inverse of (fJiY) is given by 
(/)2( Y)-l(13)= [T2(13) 0 Al(A)](l) , 
III. The diagrams 
(/)l(X) 
T 1(X) ---» Hom.,.! (V, X) 1 T 1(/) 1 Hom (1, f) 
([Jl(X 1 ) (V X') T 1(X') ---» HomA , 
for t1eHomB(U, Y). 
@.,(Y) 
T 2(Y) -~ --» HomB (U, Y) 1 T 2(g) 1 Hom (1, g) 
(fJ.,(Y') 
Tz(Y') -~ --» HomB (U, Y') 
are commutative for any A-homomorphism f: X->X' and any B-homomorphism 
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g: Y -} Y' (for the notation Hom (1, f) ct. [3, p. 20]). To prove this, let V E TICK) 
and put VI = T 1(f)(v). Then </Jv'= TICf) 0 </Jv. Hence we have 
[(/)I(X) 0 TI(f)](y) = AI(XI)-1 0 Tz(cpy') 0 Al *(B)-l 
= ~l(XI)-l 0 T;.T1(f) 0 Tz(</Jy) 0 Al *(B)-I= f 0 ~l(X)-1 0 Ticpy) 0 AI*(B)-l 
= [Hom (1, f) 0 (/)l()C)](V). 
Thus the commutativity of the first diagram is proved. The commutativity of 
the second diagram is proved similarly, 
Now our Theorem 3.1 follows readily from I to III. 
IV. HomA (V, A) is a left B-module. Since A is a right A-module 
HomA (V, A) is a two-sided B- A-module. We shall prove that 
(/)I(A): U -> HomA (V, A) 
is a B- A-isomorphism. To prove this, let a E A and u E U. Then @l(A)(u)= 
Al(A)-I~Tz(cpu)OA1*(B)-1 where <Pu: B---"U is defined by <pu(b)=bu. Hence we 
have 
(/)1(A)(ua) = ,h(A)-l 0 T·;.(<pua) 0 1.1 *(B )-1 = Al(A)-1 0 T./T1(CPa) 0 <pu) 0 ~l *(B )-1 
= Al(A)-1 0 T-;. T 1( CPa) 0 T:z(</Ju) 0 Al *(B )-1= cPo, 0 A1(A)-1 0 T.;.( <pu) 0 Al*(B)-l 
= [(})l(A)(u)]a . 
This shows that @1(A) is a right A-isomorphism. Similarly we can prove that 
@2(B): V ->HomlJ (U, B) is an A-B-isomorphism. 
V. Let us consider an A-isomorphism 
pCX): X -) Hom]J (U, HomA (V, X» 
defined by 
p(X)=Hom (1, (@I(X) 0 Az*(X)-l» 0 @2(Tl (X) 0 Al(X) . 
Let x e X and Xl = A1(X)(x). Then 
@'}.(1\(X»(x')=J.z(T1(X»-lo TI(cpx') 0 J.-;.*(A)-l 
Hence for u E U we have 
= J.iT1(X»-1 0 T 1(Al(X) 0 CPx) 0 A-;. *(A)-l 
=J.2(T1(X»-1 o T 1(Al(X» 0 T1(cpx) 0 ...l'}.*(A)-l . 
[p(X)(X)](U)=[@l(X)O T1(cpx) 0 A'}.*(A)-I](U) . 
On the other hand, if we put V= [T1(cpx) O~2 *(A)-I](U), we have V E T1(X) and 
<py= T1(cpx) 0 A'}.*(A)-I 0 <pu. Therefore we have 
[p(X)(x)](u) = Al(X)-l 0 T 2( <py) 0 Al *(B)-1 
= Al(X)-l 0 Tz T 1 (<px) 0 T 2(A;/(A)-I) 0 T;/cpu) 0 ...ll*(B)-l 
=CPx 0 .{l(A)-l 0 Ti.{z*(A)-l) 0 A1(A) 0 Al(A)-l 0 T 2(<pu) 0 Al*(B)-l 
= [CPx 0 {Al(A)-l 0 T2(A:/(A)-1) 0 Al(A)}]@l(A)(u) . 
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Hence for v E V \ve have 
(30) [[,u(X)(x)](u)](v) = [[<lJ1(A)(u)](v)](aox) , for xE X , 
where 
ao=[Al(A)-IO Ti A2*(A)-I) 0 Al(A)](l) . 
Since j.l(X)(ax)=a[,u(X)(xl], we have 
(31) aEA, xEX. 
VI. We define a mapping 
(32) w: V0n U-} A 
by putting w(v @ u) = [<lJ1(A)(u)](v). Then it is easy to see that ill is actually single 
valued. Since ill[a(v 0 u)] = w(av 0 u) = [<lJ1(A)(u)](av)=a[((J)1(A)(u)(v)] =a(w(v 0 u» 
and w[(v 0 u)a] = w(v 0 ua) = [<lJ1(A)(ua)](v) = [[<lJ1(A)(14)]a](v) = [[<l>l(A)(u)](v)]a = 
[w(v0u)]a, w is an A-A-homomorphism. 
Therefore the image of w is a two-sided ideal 1 of A. If every quotient 
module of the left A-module A belongs to ~l, then we have I=A. To prove 
this, assume that 1 ~ A, and put X = A/I. Then ,u(X) must be an isomorphism. 
On the other hand, for any element x of X we have 1x=0 and hence 
[[/1' X)(x)](u)](v) = [w(v 0 u)](aox)= O. This shows that ;AX) fails to be one-to-one. 
Therefore we conclude that w is onto. 
VII. The B-endomorphism ring of the left B-module 13 is isomorphic to the 
A-endomorphism ring of V by the correspondence a-)o Tia). I-Ience 13 is inverse-
isomorphic to the A -endomorphism ring of V by the correspondence b -)0 <Pu where 
<jJ,/v) = vb, v E V. 
As is proved in VI, the image of (J) coincides with A. Hence there exist a 
finite number of elements Vi E V, Ui E U, i = 1, .", n such that .2.: w(v't 0 Ui) = 1. 
Therefore we have 
n 
2: ai(vi) = 1 
i=l 
where ai E HomA (V, A) are defined by the formula ai(V) =W(V@14'I). Hence by 
virtue of Lemma 3.3 below we see that V is a finitely generated, projective, 
right B-module and that A is isomorphic to the B-endomorphism ring of V by 
the correspondence a~ CPa where CPa(V) = av, v E V. 
VIII. We assume further that every quotient module of the left B-module 
13 belongs to ?n. Then we can prove similarly as in VII that U is a finitely 
generated, projective, right A-m.odule and that B is isomorphic to the A-endo-
morphism ring of U by the correspondence b~cJ;l! where cpu(u)=bu, uE U. 
From the relation 2: w(v'10 Ui)= 1 we obtain 
n 
2: {3i(Ui) = 1 
i=l 
where {3iEHomA(U,A) are defined by the formu.1a {3lu)=(V(Vi@U). Hence by 
Lemma 3.3 below we see that U is a finitely generated, projective, left B-module 
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and that A is inverse-isomorphic to the B-endomorphism ring of U by the cor-
respondence a-)qJa where qJa(u)=ua, uE U; the latter fact is proved also by an 
analogous method as in the first part of VII. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Besides the assumption of Theorem 3.1 we aSSUJ1'ze further that 
every quotient l11.odule of the left A-module A belongs to ~r and that every quotient 
l11.odule of the left B-nwdule B belongs to?n. Then U (resj). V) is finitely gene-
rated and projective as a left B-module (resp. A-module) and as a right A-module 
(resp. B-module). The ring A is inverse-isomorphic Crespo iS01norphic) to the B-
endomorj)hisln ring of U Crespo V) by the correspondence a -) qJa where qJa(U) = ua 
(resp. qJa(V) =av). The ring B is isomorphic (resp. inverse-isomorphic) to the A-
endomorphism ring of V (resj). U) by the correspondence b-)cjJlJ where cjJb(v)=vb 
(resj). cjJlJ(u) = bu). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V be a two-sided A-B-module. Suppose that B is inverse-
isomorphic to the A-endomorphism, ring of V by the correspondence b-)cjJo where 
<Po(v) = vb. Then the following two conditions are equivalent. 
I. V is a finitely generated, projective, right B-module and A is isomorj)/1ic 
to the B-endomorphism ring of V by the correspondence a -) qJa where qJaCV) =av, 
vE V. 
II. There exist a finite number of elewtents Vi, E V, at E HOI11A (V, A), i = 1, 
.. " n such that 
n 
2:: ai(Vi) = 1 . 
i=l 
PROOF. i) I-dI. Let X=BxJf) ... fBBxn and Y=7hBrJ)'" rJ)YnB be free 
left and right B-modules. Let a=(aij) be a matrix of type (n, n) with coefficients 
in B. We set 
(2:: btxt)a= 2:: biaijXj , 
i,j 
a(2:: YjCj) = 2:: YkakjCj k,j 
W/(2:: biXt, 2:: YjCj) = 2. bici , 
w(2:: YjCj, 2. biXi) =(c'lb,Ji,k E (Bh , 
where bi, Cj E B and (cibkk~; means a matrix with cibk as its (i, Ii~)-coefficients 
(i, k= 1, "', n) and (B)n means the full matrix ring over B. Then we have 
wl(xa, y)=u/(x, ay) , w'(bx, yc)=bw'(x, y)c , 
xw(y, a/)=wl(x, y)xl , ywl(x, yl)=W(Y, X)yl , 
w(ay, x{3)=aw(y, x){3, w(yb, x)=w(y, bx) , 
where x, x' E X; y, yl E Y; a, {3 E (B)n; b, cEB. It is also clear that 0)' and 0) are 
additive with respect to each variable. 
Let {3 be an idempotent in (B)n. Then since 2. W(Yi, Xl)= 1, we have 
~ W({3Yi, Xt{3) =j3'l-={3, and the B-endomorphism ring of {3Y is isomorphic to {3(B)n{3. 
Hence if we put A={3(B)n{3' then {3Y is a left A-module and 2:: al({3Yi)={3 where 
at(y)=w(y, Xt{3) for yE {3Y. 
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Any finitely generated, projective, right B-module is B-isomorphic to {3 Y if 
we choose a suitable integer n and a suitable idempotent (3. Bence the above 
consideration shows that I implies II. 
ii) II -? I. Assume II. The mapping v -? ai( v)v' is an A -endomorphism of 
V for each i and each element v' of V, and hence there exists a uniquely 
determined element (3i(V') of B such that v{3i(v')=al(V)V'. From the assumption 
that .:8 ai(Vi) = 1 it follows that 
V= 2:; a'i(Vi)V= 2:; Vt{3i(V) . 
If we denote by {3i the mapping v-, (Ji(V), then (Ji is a B-homomorphis111 of V 
into B. Therefore by a theorem of Cartan and Eilenberg [3, p. 132], V is a 
finitely generated, projective, right B-module. 
Let (J be any B-endomorphism of V. VVe set ao=.:8 Ci'i({3(v·i». Then we have 
au v =.:8 ai«(J(Vi»V= 2:; (3(Vl)(Ji(V) = (J(2:; Vi{3i(V» = (J(v). This proves that II implies 1. 
The following theorem shows how we can construct an isomorphism between 
categories of modules. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let V be a two-sided A-B-module satisfying the two conditions: 
a) V is projective and finitely generated as a left A-module and as a right 
B-module; 
b) A is isomorphic to the B-endomorphism ring of V and B is inverse-
isomorphic to the A-endomorphism rirlg of V by the correspondences a-, CPa, b-> 
tPl; where cpa(v)=av, (/Jt;(v)=vb, VE V. 
Then the natural homoJ11Orphism.s 
p(X): V0IJHo111A (V, X)->X, v(Y): Y->l-IomA (V, V0lJ Y) 
defined by the formulae p(X)(v0a')=a'(v), [v(Y)(y)](v)=v0y where vE V, yE Y, 
a E HOlDA (V, X) are respectively an A-isomorjJhism. and a B-isomorjJhism Jor any 
left A-module X and any left B-module Y. The functors 1\(X)=HomA (V, X) 
and T,/Y) = V0H Yare isomorphisms between the category of all left A-modules 
and that of all left B-modules. 
PROOF. By [3, p. 120, Prop. 5], it follows that the mapping a(X): V0B 
HomA (V, X) -? HomA (HomB (V, V), X) defined by [a(X)(v 0 a)](r) =a(r(v», v E V, 
aEHomA(V,X), rEHolDB(V, V), is an A-isomorphism. The mappings HX): 
HomA (HomB (V, V), X)-?Hom.-1 CA, X) and '7(X); HOlTIA CA, X)-?~K which are 
defined by [~(X)(f)](a)= f(CPa), [1j(X)](q)=g(l) where CPa(V)=av, a E A, v E V, are 
clearly A-isomorphisms. Since p(X) ='7(X) 0 t;(X) 0 6(X), p(X) is itself an A-
isomorphism. 
Similarly as in [3, p. 120] we can prove that the mapping -r: BornA eX, V)QOB Y 
->Hom .. i (X, V0n Y) defined by [r(a0y)](x)=a(x)0Y is an isomorphism if ~K is 
a projective, finitely generated left A -module. Hence -r( Y): HomA (V, V) 0B Y-? 
BomA (V, V0n Y) defined by [-r(Y)(r0y)](v)=r(v)0y is a B-isomorphism. Since 
BomA (V, V) = Band B 013 Y = Y, we can prove similarly as in the first part of 
the proof that v(Y) is a B-isomorphism. This completes our proof. 
We shall now prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let I)( be a class of left A-modules containing A as a left A-
module. Let Tl and TJ. be isomorphisms from the category ~( onto itself such 
that T2 Tl and Tl Tz are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. Suppose that 
there exists an A-isomorjJhis111 0: A -> Tz(A). Then there exists a ring-autOJ11or-
phism 0 of A such that 
(33) 
(33) is equivalent to 
(34) o-l(va) = [o-l(v)](O(a» , for v E V, a E A , 
where V = T2(A) and the multiplication of elements of V with elements of A on 
the right is defined by (25) with B=A. The functor Tl is naturally equivalent 
to the identity functor if and only if f} is an inner automorphism. 
PROOF. The first assertion is obvious. Suppose that 0 is an inner automor-
phism; there exists an element ao of A such that {)(a)=aoaao- 1 • Hence if we 
put O'o(v) = o(v)ao-l , we have oo(va) = o(va)ao -1 = (0(v»(ao-laao)ao- 1= oo(v)a, and hence 
00: A-> V is an isomorphism as two-sided A-A-modules. This shows that Tl is 
naturally equivalent to the identity functor. 
Conversely, suppose that Tl (and hence T 2 ) is naturally equivalent to the 
identity functor. Let (/) be a natural equivalence from Tz to 1. Then we have 
the following commutative diagram 
If we put 0'0= (/)(A) 0 0', 00 is an A-isomorphism and hence there exists an element 
ao of A such that O'o(x) = Y?ao(x) for x EA. Thus we have Y?B(a) = Y?ao-l 0 Y?a oY?ao' that 
is, O(a)=aoaao-1 • 
REMARK 3.6. In Theorem 3.5 let reX): X -) Hom .. ! e V, X) be a mapping defined 
by r(X)(x) = Y?x 0 0'-1 for x EX. Then reX) is one-to-one and onto. For v E V we 
have 
[r(x)( fJ(a)x) lev) = [Y?e(a)x 0 O-l](V) = [O-l(V) ] (fJ(a)x) 
= [O-l(V )O(a)]x = [o-J (va)]x= (CPx 0 (J-l)(va) 
and hence 
(35) r(X)(O(a)x) = a[r(x)(x)] . 
From this we can conclude that for any given ring-automorphism 0 of A there 
exjsts an isomorphism Tl from III to I)( such that the automorphism fJ defined by 
(33) for this Tl is identical with the given fJ. 
4. Equivalence of dualities 
Let A and B be two rings. Let m be a class of left A -modules and lB a 
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class of right B-modules such that 91 contains A as a left A -module and Q3 con-
tains B as a right B-module. Let D=(D}, Dz) and E=(E1 , E2 ) be two dualities 
between 91 and Q3. Then by Theorem 1.1 D and E are respectively equivalent 
to dualities defined by means of U-character modules and V-character modules 
where U and V are two-sided A-B-modules constructed from D and E similarly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Then the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 4.1. In order that two dualities D and E be equivalent it is neces-
sary and sufficient that U and V be isomorphic as two-sided A-B-modules. 
The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. The necessity of the condition 
follows from Theorem 4.2 below. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D=(D1 , D',!.) and E=(E}, E2 ) be tU)O dualities between ~l and 
~. Suppose that there exists a B-isomorphism r: U = V, that is,r: D1(A) = E1(A). 
Then there exists a ring-automorjJhism (J of A such that 
(36) r((J(a)u)=a(r(u» , aEA,uEU; 
(36) can also be written in the fornt 
(37) 
where cpa: A----) A is defined by cpa(x)=xa. In this case, two dualities D and E are 
equivalent 1f and only if (J is an inner automorphism. 
PROOF. Let us put Tl =E2D1 , T'}.=D2E1 • Then Tl and T2 are isomorphisms 
from the category 9X into itself, and T',!.T1 and 7\ Tz are naturally equivalent to 
the identity functor. If we put _ (J= Dir-I) 0 Al(A), (J is an A -isomorphism from 
A onto T',!.(A). We now apply Theorem 3.5 to our case. Then from the com-
mutativity of the diagram 
A Al(A~ D
2
D
1
(A) Dir-I~ T'}.(A) 
1 CP(j(a) 1 D2D1(CP(J(a) 1 T',!.(CPa) 
AI(A) D.)(r-1) 
A ---+ DzDI(A) -------+ T',!.(A) 
where (J is an automorphism of A defined by the formula (33) in Theorem 3.5, 
it follows that ..-1 0 E1(CPa) 0 r=D1(CPfJ(a). Conversely, (37) implies (33). Thus 
Theorem 4.2 is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.5, since D and E are equivalent 
if and only if Tl is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. 
It will be shown in § 14 that Nakayama's automorphism for a Frobenius 
algebra A is nothing but an automorphism connecting two dualities which are 
defined by means of A -character modules and by means of dual representation 
modules. 
REMARK 4.3. In Remark 1.3 in § 1 we see that there exists a ring-isomorphism 
r:o-: Z(A) = Z(B). Similarly we can define a ring-isomorphism r:17: Z(A) = Z(B) by 
means of V. Let a be any element of Z(A); then for the B-isomorphism r in 
Theorem 4.2 we have a(r(u» =r((J(a)u) =-r[u(r: u((J(a»)] = [r(u)]t v((J(a» and hence 
- (38) r:u((J(a»=r:v(a) . 
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For the case of Frobenius algebras mentioned above, (If and (v may be considered 
as the identity and hence any element of the center of A remains invariant under 
Nakayama's automorphism. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 8 be an automorphism of the ring A. Let D be a duality 
between ~r and SB. Then there exists a duality E between ~l and SB such that 
there exists a B-isomorjJhism or: D 1(A) = E1(A) satisfying (37). 
PROOF. Let U=D1(A) be the two-sided A-B-module defined in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. We define a new multiplication of elements of U with elements 
of A and B by 
u *b=ub , a€A, bEE, uE U. 
Then we have a new two-sided A-B-module which will be denoted by V. Then 
CharI' defines a duality E satisfying the condition of the theorem. This is a 
direct description of E. The existence of E, however, is clear from Remark 3.6. 
5. Dualities for modules over a commutative ring 
In this section we shall discuss dualities for a class of A-modules with a 
commutative ring A as left operator domain. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a commutative ring and 21 a class of left A-modules 
containing A as a left A-module. Then any duality D for ~l is equivalent to a 
duality which assigns to each module in ~l its semi-linear (U, B)-character module 
where U is a left A -module and B is a ring-automorphism of A with pe1'iod <:; 2; 
1110re precisely, the1'e exist a left A-module U, a ring-automorjJhism 8 of A with 
period :::;:2, a seJ1'li-linear (A, B)-isomorphism ill of U onto itself, and a family of 
A -isomorjJhisms (/J(X): D (X) ---) Charu.8 X (X E ~l) such that the diagram 
D(X/) D(f) ~ D(X) 
1 (/J(X') 1 (/J(X) 
h X I CharU,B I C arlT.B ~ CharlT,e X 
is com71'lutative for any A-homomorphisnz I: X ---)){'. Furthermore, the natural 
A -homomorphism 
TCU,BCX): X---)Charu,e CCharv.e X) 
defined by the lormula [TClT,B(X)(x)](a)=ill(a(x», x E X, a E CharlT,B X, is anA -isomor-
phism for each module X in SIt 
PROOF. For any left A-module X in ~1 we denote by X a right A-module 
which is identical with X as an additive group and the elements of which are 
multiplied on the right with elements of A by the formula xa = ax, a E A, x € X. 
We put ~l={XIX€~l}. Let us put next E1(X)=D{X), EzC){)=DCX) for .LYE~)l, 
and defirn'e E1{/): Ei(X')->Er(X}, E'1.(1): EzCX;t)~E2(X) respectively by E}(/)= 
DC/), E2Ci)=D(f) for f=1: X~XI. Then E is a duality between 9l and sit. 
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Therefore the proof of Theorem l.1 can be applied to E. The results thus 
obtained may be stated in terms of left A-modules alone as follows (I to VI). 
I. Let us put U=D(A). Then U is a left A-module. For an element a of 
A we define an A-homomorphism CPa: A---)A by putting CPa(:l.:)=Xa, xEA. We 
introduce a new multiplication of the elements of U with elements of A: 
(39) aE A, uE U. 
Then we have a*(a1u)=al(a*u) for a, aE A, uE U. By U* we denote the new 
left A -module thus obtained from U. 
II. We can define an A-isomorphism (0: U*---) U by the formula 
(40) (o(u) = [A*(A)-l 0 D(cpu) 0 A(A)](l) , for uE U , 
where CPu: A-> U is defined by CPu(x)=xu for :l.:E A and A*(A)=D(,{(A» 0 ..:t(D(A». 
Then the inverse of w is given by 
(41) (O-l(U) = [D(cpu) 0 A(A)](l) , for uE U. 
III. i) Let X be any module in ~L For any A-homomorphism a: X-> U* 
we define an A-homomorphism aa: X-, U* by (aa)(x)=a(a(x» for aE A, xEX. 
It is to be noted that the ll1ultiplication of a(x) with an element a of A is taken 
here in the original left A-module U. Then the set of all A-homomorphisms of 
X into U* forms a left A-module which will be denoted by C1(X). We can 
define an A -isomorphism (/)l(X): D (X) ---) C1(X) by putting 
(42) (/)l(X)(y)=W-lO A*(Afl 0 D(cpy) 0 A(X) , for yE D(X) 
where CPu: A -, D(X) is defined by cpy(a)=ay for a EA. The inverse of (/j\(X) is 
written as follows: [(/jl(X)]-l(a) = (D(w 0 a) 0 A(A»(l) for a E C1(X). 
ii) Let XE~l. For any A-homomorphism {3: X-, U we define an A-homo-
morphism a{3: X---)U by (a{3)(x)=a*({3(x» for aEA, xEX. Then the set of all 
A-homomorphisms of X into U forms a left A-module which will be denoted by 
Cz(X). We can define an A-isomorphism (/jzeX): D(X)->Cz(X) by the formula 
(43) for yED(X) 
where CPu has the same meaning as in i). The inverse of (/j·iX) is given by 
[(/jz(X)]-l({3) = (D({3) o..:t(A»(l), for {3 E Cz(X). 
IV. Let I: X---)XI be any A-homomorphism (X, XI E~l). For a l E C1(X/), 
/3' E ClXI) we define A-homomorphisms Cl(f): C1(X/)-,C1(X), C.i/): ClX/)-7 
CiX) by putting C1(f)(a')=%/, Cz(f)({3') =/3' of. Then the diagrams below 
are commutative. 
D(X/) D(f'L D(X) 
1 (/jl(XI) 1 (/)l(X) 
C
1
(XI) C1(f'L C1(X) 
V. Let us put 
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f-l-(X) = C/((/Jl(X) 0 D(J-(X» 0 J-(D (X»)-J) 0 (/J'l.(D(X» 0 J-(X) . 
X ~ D2(X) (/J2(DC}!Jl CtCD(X» C.i((/Jl(X) 0 D(A(X» 0 J-(D(X»)j CtCC
1
(X» 
Then we have 
(44) [/AX)(x)](a) = ao(a(x» for x E X, a E C1(X) 
where aoE A and ao- 1 exists. f-1.(X) is an A-isomorphism. 
VI. We have J-*(A)-Ju=aou for every element u of U. On the other hand, 
for any element a of A there exists an element D(a) of A such that 
(45) a*u=D(a)u, for uE U, 
as is shown in Remark 1.3. D(a) is determined uniquely by a. It is obvious that 
D is a ring-automorphism of A. 
Now we shall proceed to the final step of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Since 
0): U*~ U is an A-isomorphism, by (45) we have 
(46) w(D(a)u)=a(w(u» , for a E A, u E U . 
From (40) and (41) it follows that w(u)=ao(w-1(u» for u E U. Hence by (46) we 
have ao(oFl(D(a)u» = (aao)(w- 1(u» and so aoD2(a)w-1(u) =aaow-1(u), and consequently 
(47) D'2(a)=a , for aE A. 
Let us put veX) = C1(((/Jl(X) 0 J-*(X»-l) 0 (/Jl(D(X» 0 J-(X) , where l.*(X) = D(l. (X» 
o l.(D(X». Then we have, for x E X, a E C1(X), 
[v(X)(x)](a) = [((/Jl(D(X» 0 J-(X»(x)](J-*(X)-l 0 (/Jl(X)-l)(a) 
=w-l(p(X)(x»(a) = w-1(aoa(x» =ao-1D(ao)w(a(x» . 
Since [nu ,e(X)(x)](a) = w(a(x» we have 
[v(X)(x»)(a) = O(ao)ao- 1[nu ,e(X)(x)](a) 
where x E X, a E C1(X). Since veX) is an A-isomorphism, nu,e(X) is itself an 
A -isomorphism. 
In terms of notations used in Introduction we have Charu-,e X=C1(X), 
CharlT,e f=C1(f) where f: X->-X' is an A-homomorphism. Thus our theorem is 
completely proved. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a commutative ring and U a left A-module with a 
semi-linear (A, O)-isomorphism w of U onto itself where D is a ring-automorphism 
of A with period <2. Let E[A, U] be a class of left A-modules which are obtained 
from the left A-modules A and U by taking finite direct sums, submodules, and 
quotient modules. Let nu,e (X): X -) Charu,e (CharlT,8 X) be the natural A -homo-
morphism defined in Theorem 5.1 (and in Introduction). Then the following con-
ditions are equivalent. 
I. nlT,SeX) is an A-isomorphis1?1 for each module X in 2[A, U]. 
II. nu,e(X) is an A-isomorphism for any left A-module X which is A-is01nor-
phic to a quotient module of A or U. 
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III. a) 7ru(A) is an A-isomorj)hism; that £s, A £s isomorjJh£c to the A-
endomorj)hism ring of U by the correspondence a->(fJa where (fJa(u)=au, 
uE U. 
b) U is injective and for any ideal I of A with I ~ A there exists a 
non-zero A-submodule of U which is A-homomorphic to A/I. 
PROOF. We shall make U into a two-sided A-A-module by puttinlS a*u= 
()(a)u, u * a = au for a E A, l,t E U. This module will be denoted by V. By a 
device described in the proof of Theorem_ 5.1 and notations used there it is seen 
that condition I is equivalent to the condition that V-character modules define a 
duality between the categories ~l and fu where ~{=~[A, U]. Hence the implication 
II -> III is proved by Theorem 2.4. Suppose that III holds. Then V is injective 
as a right A -module and for any right ideal I of A with I ~ A there exists a 
non-zero right A-submodule of V which is A-homomorphic to A/I. From this it 
follows further that V is injective as a left A -module and for any left ideal I 
of A with I~A there exists a non-zero left A-submodule of V which is A-homo-
morphic to A/I. Therefore V-character modules define a duality between ~l andm 
by virtue of Theorem 2.4, and consequently condition I holds as is noted at the 
beginning of the proof. Since I ->II is valid clearly, the proof is completed. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 we obtain 
THEOREM 5.3. Let A be a commutative ring and U a left A-module satisfying 
condition III of Theorem 5.2. Let (j, ()' be two ring-automorj)hisms of A with 
period < 2 such that there exist seJ1u>linear isomorphisms (1) and (1)1: (o(au) = 
(j(a)w(u), wl(au) = ()I(a)w/(u), a E A, u E U. Then two dualities defined by means of 
semi-linear (U, (j)-character modules and semi-linear (U, (j')-character modules are 
equivalent if and only if (j=()I. 
REMARK 5.4. Let A be a complete discrete valuation ring and ~l a class of 
left A-modules such that A E~r and a left A-module X belongs to ~l with every 
quotient luodule of X. Then any duality for SJl must be equivalent to a duality 
defined by means of semi-linear (U, ()-character modules where U satisfies con-
dition III of Theorem 5.2 and (j is a ring-automorphism of A with period < 2. 
Since A contains no zero-divisor, U must be indecomposable and hence isomor. 
phic to K/A where K is the quotient field of A (d. [14, p. 53]). Since K/A is 
divisible and A is a Dedekind ring, K/ A is injective (d. [3, p. 134]) and actually 
satisfies condition III of Theorem 5.2. Since K is the quotient field of A, any 
ring-automorphism () of A with period < 2 is extended to a ring-automorphism 
of K which will be denoted by the same letter (j. If we put w({u})={(j(u)} for 
{u}EK/A,w is a semi-linear CA, ()-isomorphism of U onto itself where U=K/A. 
Hence U and (j define actually a duality for the category ~[A, UP). In this case 
the family of all the equivalence classes of dualities for ~r is in a one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of all ring-automorphisms of A with period < 2. The 
2) It has been proved by Kaplansky [13] and Schone born [25] (d. also Leptin [15]) 
that the duality with respect to KfA-character modules holds for some classes of topological 
modules. 
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same situation prevails for the case where A satisfies the minimum condition 
for ideals (d. § 12 below). 
CHAPTER II. DUALITIES FOR MODULES OVER RINGS 
WITH MINIMUM CONDITION 
6. Dualities defined by means of character modules 
For the sake of convenience we shall first state the following theorem (for 
the proof cf. Morita, Kawada and Tachikawa' [18]). Throughout Chapter II we 
shall denote by NCR) the radical of a ring R with minimum condition. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a ring satisfying the nzinimuln condition for left 
ideals. Let U and V be injective left A-modules, and let us denote by SeW) the 
seJni-simjJle j)art of a left A-module W: S(W)=Ann (N(A); W)= {wlw E W, 
N(A)w = O}. Then the following propositions hold. 
1 c). U and V are A -isomorphic if and only if S( U) and S( V) are A -iso711or-
jJhic. 
2°. U is indecomposable if and only if S(U) is simple. 
3°. U is a direct sum of indecomposable injective left A-modules. 
4°. For any senzi-siJ11ple left A-module X there exists an injective left A-
module W such that S( W) is A -isomorphic to X. 
We shall first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A and B be two rings and U a two-sided A-B-module. 
SujJj)ose that U-character modules define a duality between B[A, U] and m[B, U] 
where £[A, U] and m[B, U] have the same meanings as in § 2. ]f A satisfies the 
minimum condition for left ideals and every indecomposable injective left A -module 
is finitely gerlerated J \ then B satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals 
and U is a finitely generated left A-module. Furthermore, if A is an algebra of 
finite ran!? over a commutative field I{, then B is an algebra of finite ran!? over 
a field which is isomorphic to K. 
PROOF. Let A be a ring satisfying the minimum condition for left ideals. 
Then by the hypothesis of the theorem the ring B is inverse-isomorphic to the 
A-endomorphism ring of U. Let us put No={bI[S(U)]b=O, bE B} where S(U) is 
the semi-simple part of U. Then No is nilpotent and BINo is inverse-isomorphic 
to the A-endomorphism ring of S(U), and S(U)=Ann (No, U) as is proved in 
[18]. Let us denote by A and B respectively the residue class rings AIN(A) and 
BINo• Then S(U) is a faithful left A-module, and for any A-submodule V of 
S(U) and for any right ideal J of B we have V=Ann (Ann (V; If); S(U», J= 
Ann (Ann (J; S(U»; B). For an A-submodule Vo of S(U) there exists another 
3) As examples of such rings we can mention quasi-Frobenius rings, commutative 
rings (d. § 12 below) and algebras of finite rank over a commutative field. The problem, 
whether any ring with minimum condition for left and right ideals enjoys such a property 
remains open. It has been recently shown by Tachikawa that a ring with minimum 
condition for left ideals does not always possess such a property. 
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A-submodule V1 of S(U) such that S(U)= VoEB VI' Hence there exists an 
element bo of B which induces the projection of S( U) onto Vo, and we have io = 
Ann (Vo; B)={bl Vob=O, bE B}={bIS(U)bob=O, bE B}={bi"bob=O, bE B}. 
Thus any right ideal of B is an annulet. We decompose S(U) into a direct 
sum of left A -submodules Vi, i = 1, 2, ... , k such that any two simple left A-
modules contained in S(U) are A-isomorphic if and only if they are contained 
in the same summand. Then B=B1EB··· ffiBk where Bl is inverse-isomorphic 
to the A -endomorphism ring of Vi. Each ring Hi is a primitive ring such that 
every right ideal is an annulet. Hence by a theorem of Wolfson [32) we see 
that Bi is isomorphic to the ring of all matrices of finite order over a division ring. 
Therefore S(U) is a finitely generated left A-module. Hence the ring B is 
semi-primary and No is the radical NCB) of B. 
Assume that each indecomposable injective left A -module is finitely generated. 
Then by Theorem 6.1 U is also a finitely generated left A-module. Since B= 
Charu U, B satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals. 
Now we shall consider the case where A is an algebra of finite rank over a 
commutative field K. Then the center of A contains ]( and hence the center 
of B contains a field KI which is isomorphic to 1( by the isomorphism (0 defined 
in Remark 1.3. The left A-module U is a vector space of finite rank over ]( 
and hence the right B-module U is a vector space of finite rank over KI. Since 
B satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals as is proved above and every 
simple right B-module is B-isomorphic to a B-submodule of U (and hence of 
S( U», by Theorem 6.1 B is B-isomorphic to a B-submodule of unen ) with some 
integer n where UI1(n) is a direct sum of n copies of the right B-module U. I-rence 
B is a vector space of finite rank over 1(1. This completes the proof of Lemma 
6.2. 
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 1 ) 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A be a ring satisfying the nnmn1um condition for left 
ideals. Let B be another ring and U a two-sided A-B-module. Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent. 
1. a) Tru(X) and Tru(Y) are isomorphisms for each module X in 52[A, UJ and 
for each module Y in m[B, U] where 52[A, UJ and m[B, U] are the 
classes of modules defined in § 2. 
b) Every indecomposable injective left A-module is finitely generated. 
II. a) B satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals. 
b) Tru (X) and Tru (Y) are isomorphisms for every finitely generated left 
A-module X and for every finitely generated right B-module Y. 
III. a) U is faithful as a left A-module and as a right B-module. 
b) For every simple left A-module X and for every simple right B-
module Y, there exist the isomorphisms X = Charu (Charu X) and Y = 
Charu (Charu Y). 
c) B satisfies the minimum, condition for right ideals. 
4-) The implications VI ~ IV, IV -> II were proved by Tachikawa [27]. 
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IV. a) U is faithful as a left A-module and as a right B-module. 
b) The U-character lnodules of every simple left A -module and of every 
simple right B-module are simple. 
c) U is finitely generated as a left A-module. 
V. a) For any left ideal I of A and for any right B-submodule Wof U the 
annih£lator relations I=Ann(Ann(1; U); A) and VV=Ann(Ann(W; A); U) 
hold. 
b) For any left A -subJl1odule V of U and for any right ideal] of B the 
annihilator relations V=Ann(Ann(V; B); U) and J=Ann (Ann (]; U); B) 
hold. 
c) U is finitely generated as a left A -module. 
VI. a) Tru (B) is a B-is07norjJhism (i.e. B is inverse-is07norjJhic to the A-
endomorjJhisnl ring of U by the correspondence b-HPu where <pu(u)=ub, 
ue U). 
b) U is injective as a left A-module and every simjJle left A-module is 
A-isomorphic to an A-submodule of U. 
c) U is finitely generated as a left A-module. 
VII. U-(haracter modules define a duality between the category of all finitely 
generated left A -modules and the category of all finitely generated right 
B-modules. 
PROOF. i) 1-->11 is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.2. 
ii) II -) III is obvious. 
iii) III ->IV. Assume III. Let X be a simple left A-module. For x e X, 
ae Charll X we put Xo=Ann (Charu X; X). Then Xo=O, since otherwise we 
would have Xo=X and hence Charu X =0 which contradicts the assumption that 
X=CharlJ (Charu X). Therefore Tru(X) is an A-isomorphism. Let Yo be a B-
submodule of Charu X such that (Charu X)/Yo is simple; such a Yo exists by 
virtue of III c). We put Xl=Ann (Yo; X). Then we have either Xl=X or 
X1=0. If Xl=O, then Charu C(Charu X)/YO)=X1=0. Hence X1=X=Ann (Yo; X). 
This shows that Yo=O. Thus Charu X is simple. Similarly the U-character 
module of every simple right B-module is simple. By III a) the left A -module 
U and the right B-module B form an orthogonal pair to U. Hence by Theorem 
2.8 the left A -module U has a composition series. Thus IV holds. 
iv) IV ~ V is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.8. 
v) V ~IV. Assume V. Let I be a maximal left ideal of A. Then from 
V a) it follows that Ann (1; U) is a minimal right B-submodule of U. Since -r: 
Charu A= U where -r(a)=a(l), aeCharu A, we have Charu (A/l)=Ann (1; U). 
Hence the U-character module of every simple left A -module is simple. Similarly 
the U-character module of every simple right B-module is simple. From V a) it 
follows that O=Ann (Ann (0; U); A)=Ann (U; A). This shows that U is faithful 
as a left A-module. Likewise U is faithful as a right B-module. 
vi) I -) VI is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4 combined with 
Lemma 6.2. 
vii) VI ~ IV. Assume VI. Then there exist mutually orthogonal primitive 
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idempotents ek,i, !?= I, .. " WI; i = 1, "', r(l?) such that 1 = L,k,i ek,i and that Aek,i = 
Ae~,j if and only if I<=l. According to Theorem 6.1 the left A-module V is 
decomposed into a direct sum of indecomposable A-submodules VI.:,j, I?= I, "', 
111; j = 1, ... ,s(l?) such that 
1?=1, "', In 
where ek=ek,l and N(A) is the radical of A. Let e;,j be the idempotent of B 
which induces the projection of V onto Vk,j. Then we have B= L, e;,jB where the 
sum means a direct sum, and e;,j are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents. 
As is shown in the proof of Lemma 6.2, Ann (S(V); B) is the radical NCB) of B. 
We put ekl=e.~,l' Since Ann (S(V)e/; B)={blek' beN(B)}=Cl-e.:')B+el.:/N(B) and 
V is injective as a left A-module, we have 
(48) CharI! (S(V)ek/) = BjAnn (S(U)ek l ; B) =ek' Bje./ N(B) . 
Since S(V)ekl =S(Vek/) = Ae,,:/N(A)ek, we obtain Charu (Ae",fN(A)el.:) =eA:' Bjel.:' N(B). 
Now let X be any finitely generated left A -module. Then X is A -isomorphic 
to an A-submodule of A V(n) for some positive integer n \;\,lhere A U(n) means a 
direct sum of n copies of the left A-module V. Hence TCu(X) is an A-isomorphism 
by virtue of Lemma 2.2 and VI a). Thus TCu(A) and TCu(AekjN(A)el.:) are A-
isomorphisms. Therefore from (48) we have 
(49) 
Since any simple right B-module is B-isomorphic to ek/ BjeA:' NCB) with some 1<, 
the V-character module of every simple right B-module is simple. This proves 
VI-} IV. 
viii) IV'--c} I. Assume IV. Then by IVa) the left A-module V and the 
right B-module B form an orthogonal pair to V. From Theorem 2.8 and IV c) 
it follows that B satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals. The left A-
module A and the right B-module V form an orthogonal pair to V. Hence by 
Theorem 2.8 V is also a finitely generated right B-module. Let X be any finitely 
generated left A-module. Then X is isomorphic to a quotient module of A(n) for 
some n where ACn) means a direct sum of n copies of the left A-module A. 
Applying Theorem 2.8 to the orthogonal pair (A (n), VB(n» we see that TCu(X) is 
an A-isomorphism. Similarly TCu( Y) is a B-isomorphism for every finitely gene-
rated right B-module Y. Since V is finitely generated as a left A -module Crespo 
a right B-module), £[A, V] Crespo m[A, V]) is identical with the class of all finitely 
generated left A-modules (resp. right B-modules). Thus I a) holds. From I a) 
and Theorem. 2.4 we obtain VI b); that is, V is an injective left A-module and 
every simple left A-module is A-isomorphic to an A-submodule of V. Hence by 
Theorem 6.1 every indecomposable injective left A-module 'is A-isomorphic to 
an A-submodule of V and is finitely generated. Thus I b) holds. 
ix) II-> VII. If II holds, then V is finitely generated as a left A-module 
and as a right B-module, and hence VII holds. 
x) VII->II. Let Y be any finitely generated right B-module. We set X= 
Charu Y. Then X is finitely generated as a left A -module. Let Yo be any right 
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B-submodule of Y. Then the right B-module YjYo is finitely generated and 
hence TCu(Y/Yo) is a B-isomorphism. Hence we have Yu=Ann (Ann (Yo; X); Y) 
by Lemma 2.3. Since Charu (X/Ann (Yo; X)) = Ann (Ann (Yo; X); Y) = Yo, we 
see that Yo is finitely generated. Thus any B-submodule of Y is finitely gene-
rated and hence Y satisfies the maximum condition for right B-submodules. 
Similarly X satisfies the maximum condition for left A-submodules and hence 
Y satisfies the minimum condition for right B-submodules in view of the 
annihilator relation Yo=Ann (Ann (Yo; X); Y). Thus II a) holds and hence II 
holds. 
REMARK. The above proof of the implication VII-, II shows that if the con-
dition VII holds for arbitrary rings A and B (with or without the minimum 
condition) then A and B satisfy necessarily the minimum condition for left and 
right ideals respectively. 
7. Isomorphisms between categories of modules 
Let A be a ring satisfying the minimum condition for left ideals. Then there 
exist mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents ek,i, 1;;= 1, .. " m; i = 1, .. " r(l,) 
such that 1= Zk,i el.:,i and Aek,i = Ael,j if and only if !~=l. There exist 1n systems 
of matrix units Ck,tj, 1;;=1, "', Wi; i, j=l, "', r(l;;) such that Ck,H=ek,i, Ck,ijC",ft= 
ihrOjSCk,it where Ok1" and OjS mean Kronecker's O. We set 
?Il 
(50) AO=eAe, e=2: ek; elc=ek,l, 
k=l 
/;;=1"", m. 
After Osima [24-] we shall call A 0 the basic ring of A; as is shown in [24-] the 
basic ring of A is determined by A uniquely up to an inner automorphism. 
Any element a of A can be written uniquely in the form 
(51) 
with elements blct,ij from elcAel (blcl,ij=clc,liacl,Jl) . 
LEMMA 7.1. If we regard Ae as a two-sided A-Ao-module, then Ae is jJrojec-
tive as a left A-11wdule and as a right AU-module, and any AU-endomorphism of 
Ae is obtained by the left multiplication of an element of A and any A-endomor-
phis11t of Ae is obtained by the right multiplication of an element of AO. The 
similar proposition holds for the two-sided A 0_ A -module eA. 
PROOF. For each l~ and i with l~i;;;;;'r(k), let us define a mapping a,a: 
Ae->A by 
for x€ Ae . 
Then akl is clearly an A-homomorphislTI and we have 
711 r(k) 
2: 2: alci(C;\;,ll) = 1 . 
k = 1 i=l 
Thus Lemma 7.1 follows readily from Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let us set 
( 30 ) 
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T1(X) =eA @.LAC , T 2 ( Y) = Hom .. jo (eA, 1') 
R1(X)=HomA (Ae, X) , R 2(1')=Ae@AO 1', 
where X is a left A-module and Y a left AO-module. Then T1 and T2 (resj). Rl 
and R'}.) are iSOJnorj)his11'ls between, the category of all left A-modules and the 
category of all left AO-modules such that 1'.21\ and TiT'!. (resj). R2Rl and R 1R 2 ) 
are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. Ti and Ri are naturally equivalent 
for i=l, 2. 
PROOF. The first part is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4 in view of 
Len1.ma 7.1. The mapping ea-> ([Jea gives an AO-A-isomorphism of eil onto 
HomA (Ae, A) where ([Jea(x)=xea for x E Ae. I-rence it follows from the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 that Ri and Ti are naturally equivalent for i = 1,2. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let A be a ring satisfying the minimu111 condition for left 
ideals, and let B be another ring. Let V be a two-sided A-B-l11OduJe and set 
T 1(X) = HOl11A (V, X) , T'}.(1') = V@lJ y, 
where X is a left A-lnodule and Y a left B-module. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
1. T1 and 1'.2 are isomorphism,s between the cate/?;ory of all finitely generated 
left A-71'lOdules and the category of all finitely gen.eraled left B-rnodules 
such that 1'.2T1 and 1\1'2 are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. 
II. a) B is inverse-isomorphic to the A-end011wYj)hism ring of V by the 
correspondence b-HplJ where <p1J(v)=vb, v E V. 
b) V is projective and finitely generated as a left A-module. 
c) Every simple left A -module is A -isomorj)hic to a quotient 1nodule of V. 
Ill. The natural h011'1.Omorj)hisms p(X): V@nHomA (V, X)->X, v(Y): y-} 
HOl11.-! (V, V@B Y) defined by the formula p(X)(v@a)=a(v), [v(Y)(y)](v)= 
v @y where v E V, Y E Y, a E HOl11A (V, X), are isomorphisms for any left 
A -module X and for any left B-module Y. 
In case these conditions hold B satisfies the minim.um condition for left ideals. 
PROOF. i) I -> II. Assume 1. Then we see the validity of II a) and II b) in 
virtue of Theorem 3.2. II c) follows readily from the fact that HOl11A C V, X) ~ 0 
for X~O. 
ii) Il-> Ill. Assume II. Then V can be decomposed into a direct sum of 
indecomposable left A-modules Vkj, /;;=1, "', m; j=l, "', sCk) such that Vkj = 
Aek for j= 1, .. " s(k). Let e:,f be the idempotent of B inducing the projection of 
V onto Vkj, and set e' = 2::~~1 e;,l' Then e' Be' is inverse-isomorphic to the A-
endomorphism ring of Ve'. On the other hand, Ve' = Ae as left A-modules and 
hence the basic ring BO=e' Bel of B is ring-isomorphic to AO=eAe. 
Since Vel = Ae and V = V (l-e' ) EB Vel, it follows from the proof of Lemma 
7.1 that there exist a finite number of elements Ll:k'! E HOl11:! (V, A), V!.:i E V, k= 1, 
... , m; i = 1, ... , r(h) such that 
Tn r(k) 
2:: 2:: Ll:k!(Vkl) = 1 . 
k=1 i=l 
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Hence by virtue of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 the condition III holds. 
iii) III -} I follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Suppose that V satisfies the condition 11 of Theorem 7.3. 
Then the correspondences 
X->R1(X)={b\ VbcX, bE B} , 
between the class of all left A-submodules X of V and the class of all left ideals 
] of B are one-to-one and are inverses of each other. 
PROOF. Since V is projective, there exists an A-isomorphism: V@lJ]= V]. 
On the other hand, it is obvious that HomA (V, X) is B-isori1orphic to R1(X) for 
Xc V. Since P;;;=R1(R·i]» and R.JR1(X»CX and A, B satisfy the minimum 
condition for left ideals, we have ]=R1(Ri]» and X=R/R1(X» by Theorem 7.3. 
In case A is semi-simple, any faithful, finitely generated, left A-module V 
is projective and satisfies the condition II of Theorem 7.3 where B is defined to 
be a ring inverse-isomorphic to the A-endomorphism ring of V. Hence Corollary 
7.4 is applicable to the case, and we obtain a theorem of Fitting [8]. Thus 
Fitting's correspondences are, so to speak, restrictions of isomorphisms between 
the categories of all left A-modules and of all left B-modules. The correspond-
ences given by Weyl [31, Chap. III] in connection with the representation theory 
of full linear groups coincide with Fitting's. 
The following theorem shows that the notion of basic rings holds an important 
position in our theory. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let A and B be two rings satisfying the mininzum condition 
for left ideals. Then the1'e exists an isomorphis'Jn between the categories of all 
(finitely generated) left A-modules and of all (finitely generated) left B-111,odules 
if and only if the basic rings AO and BO of A and Bare iS01norphic. 
PROOF. The "only if" part is actually proved in the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
The "if" part follows readily from Lemma 7 .2. 
8. The complete family of dualities between categories of modules 
Let A and B be two rings satisfying the minimum condition for left and 
right ideals. Let D=(D1 , Dz) be any duality between the categories As)Je and S)]CB. 
Here A9Jl Crespo 9]c/J) means the category of all finitely generated left A-modules 
(resp. right B-modules). Then by Theorem 1.1 we may assume without loss of 
generality that 
for XEAS)J(, YE~JcB 
where U is a two-sided A-B-module. By Theorem 6.3 U satisfies each of the 
condition from I to VII of Theorem 6.3. By using the notations in § 7 we set 
where e=2::ek,l, el=2::e~'l' 
k Ie 
Then AO and BO are basic rings of A and B respectively. Let us put 
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DlO(X)=Chareue' XI, D2°( Y) =Charelfe' yl, 
El(X)=Charue' X, E 2(Y')=Charue' yl, 
Fl(X') =Chareu XI, FJ.( Y) =Chareu Y , 
P I(X)=eA0.1X, P2(X')=AeQ9AOX/, 
Ql(Y)= Y0llBe' , QiY/)= Y'@noe'B , 
for X/ e .{03](, yl e 9J'Cno 
for _¥ e A9Je, yl e 9Jeno 
for XI e .109)e, Ye men 
for X e A9Je, XI e ..1 09)1 
for Ye 9)ln, Y/ e 9)eno • 
Then by Theorem 6.3 (DIO, D.}), (El , E 2), (Fl , F 2 ) are dualities betvveen the re-
spective categories, while Pi and Qi are isomorphisms between the respective 
categories by Lemma 7.2. 
We shall write Tl~ T2 if two contravariant (or covariant) functors TI and 
T2 are naturally equivalent. Then we can easily prove the propositions that 
(52) Rl~R'J. and Tl~ T'J. imply TIRl~ T).R'J. , 
(53) TiR'i~l, RiTi~l, i=1,2 and Rl~R2 imply Tl~T2' 
THEOREM 8.1. The following diagram is commutative: 
Dl 
.'19)1 *-_~~ ~mn 
P~ r 1 PI ~2 ° Q 1  rQ:1. 
1 . 
..1o'.DC*-- _-__ -. -+ 9)e11 U 
D., ° . 
whe1'e " commutative" means that the cmnj)osites of functors indicated by arrows 
are naturally equivalent if they are defined over the same category and have 
values in the sante category. In particular, 
(54) 
We shall first note that the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 8.2. There exists a natural equivalence ([) from PI to F;.Dl; that is, a 
family of AO-isomorphis11'ls 
([)(X): eA @A X -} Char"u eCharu X) 
defined by the formula [meX)(ex)](a)=a(ex) for xeX, ae Charu X gives a natural 
equivalence. 
Lemma 8.2 is proved easily (directly or by appealing to a result in [3, p. 
120]) and is omitted here. If we apply Lemma 8.2 to the case with U replaced 
by Ue/, we see that PI "'" D2°E1. Likewise Ql~ E1Dz , Ql ~ DIOF~. Hence the 
diagram 
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is commutative. In view of the formulae (52) and (53) we obtain Theorem 8.l. 
THEOREM 8.3. The faJnily of all the equivalence classes of dualities between 
A9JC aJ'ld 9JCI1 is in a one-to-one correspondence with the family of all the equivalence 
classes of dualities between A09J1 and 9Jho, and hence with the factor grouj) of 
the group of all autmnorphislns of the ring A 0 'Inodulo the subgroup of all inner 
automorphisms. Here we aSSU/11,e, of course, that the'l'e exists at least a duality 
between A9JC and 9Jen (or .1. 01:1)( and 9JClJo). 
PROOF. The first part is a direct consequence of Theorem 8.1. Let D= 
(D1 , D').) and £=(£1, E 2) be any two dualities between Ao9)e and 9)eJjo. Since EO is 
a basic ring, Dl and E1 satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4.2. Hence the second 
part follows readily from Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 8.4. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring. Then there exists a duality 
between .19J1 and 9J11J if and only if the basic rings of A and Bare isonwrphic. 
PROOF. In this case A-character modules define a duality between ASJJ1 and 
9)eA (cf. § 14 below). Hence there exists a duality between AIJR and 9JclJ if and 
only if there exists an isomorphism between the categories 9)C..1 and l))el1. There-
fore the theorem follows at once from Theorem 7.5. 
9. Similarity of algebras 
Let K be a commutative field. Throughout this chapter, by an algebra over 
K we mean one which is of finite rank over K; thus K can be identitied with a 
subring of the center of any algebra over K (in this paper a ring is assumed to 
have a unit element). Let A and B be two algebras over Ii.. Then by a duality 
between the categories iaJ1 and Q.15 n we shall mean a dualityD=(Dr, DJ such 
that the condition (K) below is satisfied: 
(K) If f: X->X/, g: Y-j. Y/ (X, X'EASJJe, Y, Y'EI)J1Jj) are defined by f(x)=Kx, 
g(Y)=YK with a fixed element K in K, then D1(f)(Y)=YK, Dz(g)(Z)=KZ. 
By an isomorphism from ASJJ1 to lJIJJ1 we shall mean an ison10rphism satisfying a 
similar condition as (K). 
Let A be an algebra over K. We set 
fl(X) = HomK (X, K), JiY) = HomIC (Y, K) 
where X and Yare considered respectively as a right K-module and as a left 
K-module in forming HomK (X, K) and HomK (Y, K). fleX) and f-iY) are con-
sidered as a right A -n10dule and a left A -module respectively by the formulae 
(aa)(x) =a(ax) , (a{3)(y) = (3(ya) 
where xEX, yE Y, aEA, aEfl(X), (3EfiY). A left A-homomorphism f: X-> 
X/ can be considered as a right K-homomorphism. We define fl(f): fl()C)-> 
fleX) by ]lCf) = HomJ.( (f, 1); hCf) is a right A-homomorphism. Similarly, for a 
right A -homomorphism g: Y -> Y' (Y, Y/ E 9)1.1) fig) is defined to be HomK (g, 1); 
j.ig) is a left A-homomorphism. Now we define a natural homomorphisms 
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by putting [v(X)(x)](a)=a(;z;), [v(Y)(y)](E)=E(y) where xE)(, yE Y, aEJl(X), EE 
J-iY). Then veX) and v(Y) are respectively a left and a right A-isomorphisms. 
Hence J=( JI, /2) is a duality between A9J1 and 9JL1. Since the representations of 
A in K defined by taking X and Jt(X) as representation modules are equivalent, 
Jl(X) (resp. J/Y» is called the dual representation l1wdule of X (resp. Y). 
Thus there exists always a duality between A~m and ~R,,'i. Hence for any 
two algebras A, B over the same field K there exists a duality between ASJ)1 and 
9JC li if and only if there exists an isomorphism from A9J1 onto B~J1. Therefore 
from. Theorem 7.5 we obtain at once the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let A and B be two algebras over a commutative field f{~. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
1 ° There exists a duality between. ""t9J1 and ~J1Jj. 
2° There exists an isomorphism from A9J1 onto u,)J1. 
3° The basic algebras of A and Bare isoJ1wrbhic as algebras over 1(. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let A be an algebra over I{ and AU the basic algebra of A. 
Let J be the duality between A9J1 an.d 9J1.1 which is defined by means of dual 
representation modules. In the commutative diagram. 
given in Theorem 8.1 with B= A, the duality JU between AO,)JC and 9JL10 is equivalent 
to the duality defined by means of dual representation modules. 
PROOF. Let J* = (J/1:, h *) be the duality between AO,)J( and ,)J1.-1o defined by 
means of dual representation modules. In view of Theorem 8.1, if we prove 
that Jl * PI ~ Qdl, we can conclude that II * ~ QII1P"}' and our Theorem 9.2 follows 
immediately. 
Let X be any finitely generated left A -module. Since there exists a natural 
isomorphism from Pl(X) to e)(, we have only to prove that there exists a natural 
equivalence (/) consisting of 
(/)(X): Hom!>: (eX, K) -) [HomK (X, K)]e 
where e= ~ ek,l is defined by (50). Since any right K-homomorphism f of eX 
k 
into K can be extended to a right K-homomorphism <p of X into K and (<pe)(x)= 
<p(ex) = f(ex) holds for any extension <p of f and for any x in X, the existence 
of (/) is obvious. Thus Theorem 9.2 is proved. 
Two algebras A and B over the same field K are said to be similar if there 
exists an isomorphism between the categories A9JC and JjSJJt In view of Theorem 
9.1 our notion of similarity is identical with" similarity" in the sense of Osima 
[24], and for central simple algebras it is equivalent to the classical notion of 
similarity. 
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THEOREM 9.3. Suppose that the basic rings of two rings A and B satisfying 
the minimum condition for left and right ideals are isol110rphic. Then if A has 
one of the properties listed below, B has also the same property: 
(1) quasi-Frobenius, (2) generalized uni-serial, (3) uni-serial, 
(4) primary-decomjJosable, (5) primary, (6) wealdy symmetric, 
(7) almost symmetric, (8) semi-simple, (9) simjJle. 
PROOF. Let T1 : A9Jc---+JJ:DC and T 2 : lJ~m-)A~Jc be isomorphisms between the 
categories such that T!.l\ and TIT!. are naturally equivalent to the identity 
functor. If A is quasi-Frobenius, then, since any projective A-module is injective, 
T 2(B) is injective and hence B is injective as a left B-module, and consequently 
E is quasi-Frobenius by Theorem 14.1 below. Similarly we can prove by using 
isomorphisms Tl and T2 that if A is generalized uni-serial, so also is B. As for 
the properties (6) and (7) the theorem is proved by Osima [23]. For the remaining 
properties the theorem is known or easily proved. 
THEOREM 9.4. Suppose that two algebras A and B over the same commutative 
field K are similar. If A is symmetric, so also is B. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that an algebra A over K is symmetric if 
and only if its basic algebra AD is symmetric. This proposition is proved by 
Nesbitt and Scott [21] for the case where I{ is algebraically closed and by Osima 
[23] for the case where I{ is arbitrary. Here, as an application of our theory, 
we shall give a simple proof to this proposition. As will be shown later (§ 14), 
A is symmetric if and only if the duality between A9Jc and 9Jti defined by means 
of A-character modules is equivalent to the duality defined by means of dual 
representation modules. Hence the above proposition follows immediately from 
Theorems 8.1 and 9.2. 
10. Tensor products of dualities for modules over algebras 
Let A and E be two algebras over a commutative field K. In case A and 
E are similar (cf. § 9) we shall write A,......, B; in particular, if a two-sided A -B-
module U defines a duality between A9J?: and 9JcIJ we write A,......, B [U]. The 
purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let A, E, P and Q be algebras over a commutative field K. 
If A,.....,B [U] and pr-../Q [V], then 
i) AEBP,.....,BEBQ [UEB V] , 
ii) A0KPr-../E0KQ [U0K V] . 
Here P and Q may be algebras (not necessarily of finite rani?) over K which 
satisfy the minimum condition for left and right ideals, while A and B must be 
of finite ran!? over K. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume in the following that P and Q 
are of finite rank over K and that 0 means the tensor product over K. We 
shall begin with some lemmas. 
LEMMA 10.2. If A'""B [U] and p,......,Q [V], then AEBP'""BEBQ [UEB V], 
where UEBV is regarded as a two-sided AEBP-BEBQ-module by seUingav=vb=O, 
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pu=uq=Ofor aEA, bEB, PEP, qEQ, uEU, vEV. 
Proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 10.3. If U is a faithful, finitely generated, left A-module, and V a 
faithful, finitely generated, left P-module, then U 0 V is a faithful left A 0 P-
module. 
PROOF. Let {alli=l,"', r} and {Pj!j=l,"', s} be K-bases of A and P 
respectively. Under the representations of A and P obtained by taking U and 
V as representation modules, let ai-,>Lu(ai), i=l, "',1' and Pj->Lv(j}j), j=l, 
.. " s where LU(ai) are m by 1n matrices with coefficients in K and Ldf}j) n by 
n matrices with coefficients in K. Then {Lu(ai)! i= 1, "', r} and {Lv (j}j) Ii = 1, 
.. " s} are linearly independent systems with respect to K since U and V are 
faithful. Hence {Lu(ai)0LY (Pj)!i=1, "',1'; j=l, ···,s} is also independent 
where 0 means the Kronecker product of matrices. Therefore U 0 V is faithful 
as a left A 0 P-module. 
LEMMA 10.4. If A, B, P and Q are semi-simple algebras over I( and A~B [U], 
P~Q [V], then A0P,,-,B0Q [U0 V]. 
PROOF. i) We shall first assume that A, B, P, Q are simple algebras. 
Then there exist division algebras Rand T such that A, Band P, Q are full 
matrix rings over Rand T respectively: A=(R\II, B=(R)n; P=(T),., Q=(T)s. 
Let G be any Frobenius algebra over K. Then we have clearly G "-' G [G]. 
Let GCk) be a direct sum of h copies of the right G-module G; then con can be 
considered as a left (G)k-module, and hence GCk) is a two-sided (C)k-G-module 
and (G)k~ G [G(1,:)]. If we denote by (J)(G(I·,) a direct sum of j copies of the left 
(G)k-module GCk), then (J)(GCk) can be considered as a two-sided (G)k-(G»)-module 
and (G)e'" (C)j [(j)(G(k)]. Applying this result to the case C=R, G= T and 
G =R 0 T (it is well-known (and is easily proved) that R 0 T is a Frobenius 
algebra) we obtain 
A ~ B [(n)(R(1n)] , P~ Q [C S )(T(1')] , 
A0P"-'B0Q [(ns)((R0T)(?llT)]. 
Let up put U*= (n)(R(m), V* =(s)(TCd); then we have U* 0 V* = (ns)((R0 Tymr) 
as two-sided A 0 P-B 0 Q-module. Therefore we have 
A0P~B0Q [U*0 V*J . 
Since Band Q are simple algebras, there exist a B-isomorphism 6: U = U* 
and a Q-isomorphism T: V = V*. Hence by Theorem 4.2 there exist a ring-
automorphism fJ of A and a ring-automorphism q; of P such that 6(()(a)u)=a6(u), 
T(q;(P)V)=PT(V) where a E A, u E U; PEP, v E V. By our convention concerning 
dualities for modules over algebras we have KU =UK, KV= VK for u E U, v E V, 
KEK. Hence fJ(II,)=K, q;(K)=K for KEK. 
Let {aili=l, ···,k} and {PjJj=l, ···,l} be K-bases of A andPrespectively. 
Then we can define an automorphism cJ; of A 0 P by putting 
cJ;(S Kiial0 pj» = S Kij(fJ(a'i) 0 q;(pj» . 
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For this </J we have 
(6 (8) r)(</J(c)w) =C[(a 0 r)(w)] , for cE A0P, wE U0 V, 
where 6(8)r: U0 V-} U*0 V* is a B0Q-isomorphism defined by (a&;Jr)(u0v)= 
a(u)0r(v). Since A0P"-'B0Q (U*0 V*], by Theorem 4.5 we see that A0P-----
B0Q [U0 V]. . 
ii) Let A =Aj EB ... EB Ar and P=Pj EB '" ffi Ps be direct-sum decompositions 
of A and P into simple subalgebras respectively. As is easily seen from the 
part vii) of the proof of Theorem 6.3, we obtain the following direct-sum 
decompositions: 
B=B1 EB '" EBB~. , 
Q=Q1EB ... EBQs , 
u= UIEB .,. EB U1, , 
V = VI EB ... ffi v.~ , 
A.,-...,Bi [Ud , 
Pr -· Qj [Vj ] . 
According to i) we have Ai0Pj' .... JBi0Qj [Ui0 Vj]. Hence by Lemma 10.2 we 
have 
2:: (Ai 0P j)""'" 2:: (BJi:!) Qj) [~(Ui 0 Vj)] 
where 2: means a direct sum. Therefore A0Pr-..,;B0Q [U0 V]. This proves 
Lemma 10.4. 
We shall now proceed to the proof of Theorem 10.l. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10.1. Suppose that A"-'B[U] andpr-..,;Q[V]. As before 
the radical of an algebra R will be denoted by NCR). We shall first prove 
(55) Ann (N(A)0P+A0N(P); U0 V)=Ann (N(A); U)0Ann (N(P); V) . 
To prove this, let {udi=l, "', m} and {vj\j=l, "', n} be K-bases of U and V 
r S 
respectively such that Ann (N(A); U)=2:: KUI, Ann (N(P); V) =2: KVj. Let w= 
i=l j=l 
L,Kij(Ui0vj) (KijEK) be any element of Ann(CN(A)0P+A0N(P»;U0V). 
Then (x01)w={) for any element x of NCA). Hence we have O=~ I;:·tixu,·1,0vj) 
=2:: (2:: K'ijXUi) (6)Vj. Therefore 2:: KijXUi=O, and hence we have ll:ij=O for i>r. 
j i 
Similarly we have Kij=O for j>s. Thus (55) is proved. 
On the other hand, we can prove the following relation by making use of 
K- bases of A and P similarly as above: 
(56) (A0P)j(N(A)0P+A0N(P»~A/N(A)&;JP/N(P) . 
As before we set A=AjN(A), P=P/N(P), S(U)=Ann(N(A); U)= 
Ann (N(B); U), S(V)=Ann (N(P); VI) = Ann (N(Q); V). 
Let X be any simple left A 0 P-module and let a: X -} U@ V be any A @ P-
homomorphism. Then, since N(A)0P+A0N(P)CN(A0P), by (56) X may 
be considered as a left A0P-module. Then a: X-} U&;; V is also considered as 
an A0P-homomorphism of X into S(U)0S(V) since [N(A)0P+A0N(P)]a(X) 
=0 (d. (55». On the other hand, since A",B [U] and p/'"Oo,/Q [V], we have 
jf",B [S(U)] and P",Q[S(V)] as is shown in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Hence 
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we have A0P"-'B0Q [S(U)0S(V)] by Lemma 10.4. Therefore Chars(u)®S(V) X 
is a simple right B 0 Q-module and consequently Charl!®v X is a simple right 
B 0 Q-module. 
Thus the U 0 V-character module of every simple left A 0 P-module is simple. 
Similarly the U 0 V-character module of every simple right B 0 Q-module is 
simple. According to Lemma 10.3, U0 V is faithful as a left A 0P-module and 
as a right B 0 Q-module. Therefore by Theorem 6.3 we see that A 0 P "'" 
B0Q [U0 V]. This proves the part ii) of Theorem 10.1 in case P and Q are 
of finite rank over K. In case P and Q are not necessarily of finite rank over 
K, by an easy modification we see the validity of ii) of the theorem in this 
general case. Thus Theorem 10.1 is completely proved. 
As an immediate corollary we obtain Osima's result [24]: 
COROLLARY 10.2. If A,....., B, P""" Q and L is a field which contains K as a 
subfield, then A 0 p,....., B 0 Q and AL ~ BE. 
11. Completely indecornposa ble modules 
Recently E. H. Feller [7] has extended the notion of completely indecompos-
able modules, which is introduced by E. Snapper [26] for modules with a com-
mutative ring as operator domain, to the case of modules with a non-commuta-
tive ring as operator domain. In this section it will be shown that the notion 
of completely indecomposable modules is closely related with the notion of injec-
tive modules. 
Let A be a ring (commutative or non-commutative). A left A-module X is 
said to be completely indecomposable if the following conditions a) and b) are 
satisfied: 
a) X satisfies the minimum and maximum conditions for left A-submodules 
and every left A-submodule of X is indecomposable. 
b) There exists another ring B such that (i) X is a two-sided A-B-module, 
(ii) X satisfies the minimum and maximum conditions for right B-submodules 
and (iii) every right B-submodule of X is indecomposable. 
Feller's definition is given by taking A as right operator domain of X. In 
case A is commutative, the condition b) is automatically satisfied with B=A if 
the condition a) is satisfied; this is the case treated originally by Snapper [26]. 
Feller [7] has proved the following theorem as a generalization of the main 
theorem of Snapper [26] under an additional assumption that any left A-submodule 
of X (resp. XI) is a right B-submodule (resp. B'-submodule) and any right B-
submodule of X (resp. right B' -submodule of XI) is a left A -submodule of X 
(resp. XI). Our first remark is to show that this additional assumption is re-
dundant. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let X and X' be left A-modules which are completely inde-
composable. Let 111 and tn' be the annihilator ideals of X and X' in A respectively: 
111={a\aeA, ax=Ofor xeX}, tn'={a\aeA, axl=O for x'eX/}. Then X and 
XI are A-isomorphic if and only if 111 =tl1'. 
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To prove this theorem (under an additional assumption stated above), Feller 
proves the following theorem (which is also a generalization of Snapper's theorem 
[26]): If a left A -module X is completely indecomposable, then, for any left 
ideal 1 of A containing the annihilator ideal 111, any left A-submodule Xo of X, 
any right ideal J of B containing n and any right B-subl1l_odule Yo of X, the 
annihilator relations 
Ann (Ann (1; X); A)=I, 
Ann (Ann (j; X); B)=], 
Ann (Ann (Yo; A); X)= Yo , 
Ann (Ann (Xo; B); X)=Xo . 
hold where n ={blb E B, xb=O for x E X}. In this case Aim (resp. Bin) satisfies 
the minimum and maximum conditions for left Crespo right) ideals. We now 
apply Theorem 6.3 to this case. Then we see that X is injective as a left Ajm-
module and as a right Bln-lTIodule. OUf second remark is to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 11.2. Let X be a left A-module and 111 the annihilator ideal of X 
in A. Suppose that X satisfies the minimum and maximum conditions for left 
A-submodules. Then X is completely indecomposable as a left A-module if and 
only if i) Ajm is a completely primary ring satisfying the minimum condition 
for left ideals and ii) X is an indecomposable, injective, left Aim-module which 
has a composition series. 
PROOF. The" only if" part is already proved above. The" if" part follows 
readily from Theorem 6.3. Indeed, if we let B be a ring which is inverse-
isomorphic to the Aim-endomorphism ring of X' and regard B as a right operator 
domain of X, then by Theorem 6.3 X is injective as a right B-module and, since 
A/m is completely primary, X is indecomposable as a right B-module. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11.1. Theorem 11.1 is now a direct consequence of 
Theorem 6.1 in view of Theorem 11.2. Indeed, if m=111', then the semi-simple 
parts of X and X' are simple Aim-modules and hence Aim-isomorphic (because 
simple left A/m-modules are all A/m-isomorphic since Aim is a primary ring) and 
consequently X and XI are Aim-isomorphic by Theorems 11.2 and 6.1. The 
"only if" part is obvious. Thus Theorem 11.1 is proved. 
The following corollary, which is due to Feller [7], is an immediate con-
sequence of Theorem 6.3 in view of Theorem 11.2. 
COROLLARY 11.3. If X is a completely indecomposable left A-module, then 
Bin is inverse-isomorphic to the A -endomorphism ring of X and Aim is isomorphic 
to the B-endomorphism ring of X. 
12. Dualities for modules over a commutative ring with minimum 
condition 
Throughout this section A is assumed to be a commutative ring with the 
minimum condition for ideals. We shall begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 12.1. Every indecompoqable, injective, left A-module is finitely gene-
rated. 
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PROOF. Since A is commutative, A is primary-decomposable. Hence it is 
sufficient to treat the case \vhere A is primary (and hence completely primary). 
In this case, by Snapper [26, Corollary 9.4] there exists a faithful left A -module 
Q which is completely indecomposable. By Theorem 11.2 Q is an injective left 
A-module. Since Q is completely indecomposable, Q has a composition series 
and hence is finitely generated as a left A-module. Since A is completely 
primary, every indecomposable injective left A-module must be A-isomorphic to 
Q by virtue of Theorem 6.1. Thus Lemma 12.1 is proved. 
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 12.2. Let A be a commutative ring satisfying the mtnzJnum con-
dition for ideals. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the fmnily 
of all the equivalence classes of dualities for the category of all finitely generated 
left A -J1'wdules and the set of all ring-automorphism of A lAJith pe1'iod ~ 2. 
PROOF. Let U be an injective left A-module such that s(k)= 1, k=l, "',111-
(in this case r(1{) = 1 since A is commutative) in the notations of § 6 (in particular, 
ct. part vii) of the proof of Theorem 6.3). Then the A-endomorphism ring of 
U is isomorphic to A by virtue of Lemma 12.1 and Corollary 11.3. Hence any 
left A -module V such that V-character modules define a duality for A~J~ must 
be A-isomorphic to U. Here A~J1 means the category of all finitely generated 
left A -modules as before. 
Let 0 be a ring-automorphism of A with period ~ 2. If we define a new 
multiplication of elements of U with elements of A by putting a * u= OCa)u for 
u E U, a E A, then the new left A -module U* defines likevvise a duality for A9J1. 
Hence U* is A-isomorphic to U as is observed above. Any A-isomorphism 0) 
of U onto U* satisfies the relation: O)(au)=O(a)O)(u) for uE U, aE A when 0) is 
considered as a mapping from U to U. This relation shows that (j) is a semi-linear 
(A, OJ-isomorphism of U onto itself. 
Therefore any ring-automorphism 0 of A with period ':::;:2 defines a duality 
for A~J1 which assigns to each finitely generated left A-module X the semi-linear 
CU,O)-character module; this is seen by Theorem 5.2. Conversely, Theorem 5.1 
shows that any duality for A9J1 is equivalent to a duality defined by means of 
semi-linear (U, OJ-character modules. According to Theorem 5.3, two dualities 
defined by means of semi-linear CU, OJ-character modules and semi-linear CU, 0')-
character modules are equivalent if and only if 0=01 • Thus our Theorem is 
completely proved. 
13. Some remarks concerning dualities and isomorphisms 
The following theorem has been used tacitly (ct. the proof of Theorem 9.3). 
Here we shall state it explicitly for the sake of completeness. 
THEOREM 13.1. Let A and B be two rings satisfying the minimum condition 
for left and right ideals. Let D=(D1 , D2 ) Crespo Tl and TJ be a duality Crespo 
isomorphisms) between the categories A9)( and 9Jc}J (resp. .119)( and B9Jl such that 
T2Tl and TIT? are naturally equivalent to the identity functor). If X E A9J1 and 
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Y=D1(X) Crespo Y= T1(X», then Y is p'rojective or injective according as X is 
injective or projective (resp. projective or injective). 
PROOF. Suppose that X is injective and Y=D1(X). Then there exists a 
finitely generated, free, right B-module Yo such that YO/Y1 is B-isomorphic to Y 
with some Y 1 C Yo. We set Charii Yo=Xo, Ann (Y1; XO)=X1 where we assume 
that D is defined by V-character modules with a suitable two-sided A-B-module 
V. Then X<=:::::: Xl. Since X is injective, Xl is a direct summand of Xo and 
hence Y 1 is B-isomorphic to a direct summand of Yo. Thus Y is projective. By 
Theorems 1.1 and 2.5 we see that if X is projective then D1(X) is injective. As 
for Tl and T2 the theorem is obvious. 
As is observed in § 9, in case A is an algebra of finite rank over a com-
mutative field the dual representation modules define a duality between .19)( and 
9Jtl. For this case Theorem 13.1 is proved by Nagao and Nakayama [19]. 
In this chapter we have discussed dualities and isomorphisms exclusively for 
the categories of all finitely generated left or right modules. If we restrict our-
selves to narrower categories, the situation is different. For example, we have 
the following theorems in which A and B are assumed to be arbitrary rings and 
V is a two-sided A-B-module. 
THEOREM 13.2. In order that V-character m.odules define a duality between 
the categories ~*[A, V] and m*[B, V] it is necessary and sufficient that n'1I(A) 
and 7ru(B) be isomorphisms, where we denote by ~*[A, VJ the class of all left 
A-modules which are finite direct sums of lejt A-modules each A-isOJnorphic to a 
direct summand of either A or V and ~(*[B, VJ is the class of right· B-modules 
defined similarly. 
THEOREM 13.3. Suppose that B is inverse-isomorphic to the A-endomorphism 
ring of V by the correspondence b->cpb where cp,)(u)=ub. Then the functors T1(X) 
= Hom .. t (V, X), TiY)= V0B Yare isomorphisms between the category of all left 
A-modules which are finite direct sums of left A-modules each A-isomorj)hic to a 
direct summand of V and the category of all left B-modules which are finite 
direct sums of left B-modules each B-isomorphic to a direct summand of B, and 
7.1. Tl and Tl T2 are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. 
These theorems are easy to prove, and the proof is omitted. The corre-
spondence given by Curtis [4] may be viewed as one given in Theorem 13.3. 
CHAPTER III. APPLICATIONS 
14. Quasi-Frobenius rings 
As an application we obtain the following well-known theorem (d. Nakayama 
[20], Ikeda [11], Ikeda and Nakayama [12], Eilenberg and Nakayama [6], Morita 
and Tachikawa [17]). 
THEOREM 14.1. Let A be a ring satisfying the minimum condition for left 
and right ideals. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
I. The A -character modules define a duality between the category .19)( of all 
[Sci. Rep. T.K.D. Sect. A. 
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finitely generated left A-modules and the categor.V ~R.t of all finitely generated 
right A-modules (i.e. rf..:I(X) and 7rA( Y) are isomorphisms for X E A~Jl, Y E '))(.1). 
II. For every simple left A -module X and for every simple right A -module 
Y, we have 
X =CharA (ChaLl X) , Y = ChaL1 (CharA Y) . 
III. The A -character module of every simple left A -module and that of every 
simple right A-module are simjJle. 
IV. For ever)! left ideal 1 of A and for every right ideal] of A the annihi-
lator relations 
1=l(r(1» , J=r(l(j) 
hold where r(S)={xjax=O for every aES}, l(S)={x\xa=O for every aES} for 
a subset S of A. 
V. A is injective as a left A-module. 
VI. A is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
PROOF. From Theorem 6.3 it follows readily that I, II, III and IV are 
equivalent. Likewise I-> V holds by Theorem 6.3. Now assume V. Then for 
any primitive idempotents eAe, ej of A, Aek is A-isomorphic to Aej if and only 
if their semi-simple parts (which are simple left ideals in this case) are A-
isomorphic, by virtue of Theorem 6.1. Thus every simple left A-module is A-
isomorphic to an A-submodule of A. Hence by Theorem 6.3 we see again that 
V ~} I holds. Since V -t I is valid, V implies that A is injective as a right A-
module. Hence the above proof for V -} I shows at the same time that V -t VI 
holds. Finally assume VI. Then we have r(N)=l(N) as is shown in Nakayama 
[20, p. 9] where N is the radical of A. If ek is a primitive idempotent of A, the 
A-character module of Aek/Nek is A-isomorphic to ekr(N)=ekl(N), and ek1(N) is 
simple by the definition of quasi-Frobenius rings. Thus VI->III is proved (this 
proof is the same as given in Morita and Tachikawa [17]). 
THEOREM 14.2. If A and Pare quasi-Frobenius rings and they are algebras 
over a field K one of which is of finite rank over K, then A @J( P is also quasi-
Frobenius. 
PROOF. This theorem is due to Nakayama [20]. If we put B=A, U=A, 
Q=P, V=P in Theorem 10.1, we obtain at once A@P""A@P [A@P], which 
shows by Theorem 14.1 that A @P is quasi-Frobenius. 
Now let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring and U an injective left A-module such 
that every simple left A-module is A-isomorphic to an A-submodule of U. Let 
a ring B be inverse-isomorphic to the A-endomorphism ring of U by the corre-
spondence b-tcplJ; then U is considered as a two-sided A-B-module by the formula 
ub=cplJ(u). Then B is also quasi-Frobenius by Theorems 8.4 and 9.3. Since A is 
quasi-Frobenius, U is a projective left A-module and-every simple left A-module 
is A-isomorphic to a quotient module of U. Let us set 
(57) 
(58) 
D1(X)=Charu X, D2(Y)=Charu Y, 
T 1(X)=Hom,1 (U, X), T 2(Y)= U@B Y, 
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Then by Theorem 6.3 D= CD}, D2) is a duality between .. aJ( and 9JCn, and by 
Theorem 7.3 TI and T!. are isomorphisms between .19J( and B9J( such that TzTl 
and TI T2 are naturally equivalent to the identity functor. Since B is quasi-
Frobenius, the functors E1 and E2 defined by 
(59) E 1 ( Y) =Char lJ Y, E 2( Y') = Charn Y' , for Y E lJ9)(, yl E 9)h 
form a duality between lJ9)( and 9)(Jj. Since there exists a natural isomorphism 
HomA (U0Jj Y, U) = Homll (Y, HomA CU, U» \;I,lhere YE li9JC, and HomA CU, U) is 
isomorphic to B as a two-sided B-B-module, DIT2 is naturally equivalent to E 1 • 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 14.3. The diagram below is comJ11,utative: 
Dl 
.'19)( ~:J?i-~----; 9)(n 
Tl T2~~2 - / 
EI 
~ / 
139)( 
where Di, E l , Tl are defined by (57), (58), (59). 
Let A and B be two algebras of finite rank over a com.mutative field K. Let 
U and V be two-sided A-B-modules satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.3; 
U-character modules and V-character modules define respectively dualities be-
tween .'19)( and 9JC]J. By the convention stated in § 8 we assume that KU=UK, 
KV= VIC for K E K, U E U, V E V. Let CUI, •. " Um) and (VI, "', v n ) be K-bases of U 
and V respectively, and let 
a(uI, ... , Um)= (UI, .. " um)Lu(a) , a(VI' ... , Vn) = (VI, •• " vn)Lv(a) , 
(
UI) (UI) : b=Ru(b) : ' 
Um Um 
Suppose that m=n and the representations b-}Ru(b), b----'7Rv(b) of Bare 
equivalent. Then there exists a non-singular matrix P such that Ru(b) = 
PRv(b)P-I, bE B. If we define a K-isomorphism T of U onto V by putting 
(TCUI), .•. , T(Un»= (VI, .• " Vn)pl, then T(ub)=T(U)b for bE B, U E U. Hence by 
Theorem 4.2 there exists an automorphism fj of A such that T(fj(a)u)= 
aT(U) , U E U. Since a(T(ul),"', T(Un»=(Vl' "', vn)Lv(a)P', we have Lu(fj(a» = 
(PI)-ILv(a)P' . 
In case A is a Frobenius algebra, B=A, U=A and V is a two-sided A-A-
module such that the V-character module of any finitely generated left or right 
A-module X is A-isomorphic to the dual representation module, we have Lu(a)= 
Sea), R[J(a)=R(a), Lv(a)=R(a), Rv(a)=S(a) where a----'7S(a) and a----'7R(a) mean 
the left and the right regular representations of A respectively. Thus fj coincides 
with Nakayama's automorphism (d. Nakayama [20, p. 3]). 
According to Nakayama [20], a Frobenius algebra is symmetric if and only if 
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Nakayama's automorphism is inner. Therefore we obtain the following theorem 
by Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 14.4. A quasi-Froberlius algebra is a sY11nnetric algebl/a if and only 
if the two dualities between A~)( and ~J(.-l, one defined by 11zeans of A-character 
modules and the other by means of dual representation l1wdules, are equivalent. 
15. Regular pairings 
In a recent paper [4] C. W. Curtis has introduced the notion of regular 
pairings; his research has its origin in Weyl's paper ([30], d. also [3], chap. III]) 
on the centralizer of a finite group of collineations. In this section we shall dis-
cuss regular pairings from our standpoint. 
Let A be a ring, and let U and V be a right and a left A-modules respec-
tively such that they are paired to A by a function (J)(v, u): 
w(av, u)=acv(v, u), w(v, ua)=(J)(v, u)a for u E U, v E V, a E A , 
and w is additive with respect to each variable. In case V and U form an 
orthogonal pair to A with respect to (J) and the additive gToup Au generated by 
(J)(v, u) for all v E V, U E U contains an idempotent eo such that a=aeo=eoa for 
all a E Au, Curtis [4] calls the system. (, V, U, w) a regular pairing. In this case 
we have 
w(V, u(l-eo»=w(v, u)(l-eo)=w(v, u)eo(l-eo)=O for v E V, U E U 
and hence u(1-eu)=O for all uE U; similarly (l-eu)v=O for all VE V. Smce A 
is shown to be a direct sum of two-sided ideals Aeo( = Au) and A(l-eo), we may 
assume without loss of generality that Ao = A ; this assumption shall be made 
throughout this section. Then V and U are faithful as A-modules. Indeed, 
there exist a finite number of elements Vi E V, Ui E U, i= 1, ... , n such that 
n 
(60) 2: W(Vi, Ut)= 1 . 
i=l 
Hence for a~~O, aEA we have av(~O, uja~O for some i, j since a=.I: w(avi, Ui) 
=.I: W(Vi, uia). 
Let B be the ring of all A -endomorphisms a of U such that there eXlsts an 
A-endomorphism a:¥ of V satisfying w(a*(v), u)= (v(v, a(u» for all u E U, v E 11. 
We shall consider B as a left operator domain of U; U is a two-sided B- A-
module. Curtis calls B the centralizer of U relative to A. The correspondence 
U----'fu/O)(v, u) defines an A-endomorphism of U for v E V, z/ E U. As is proved 
by Curtis, this endomorphism belongs to B; we shall write cv/Cu l , v) for this 
endomorphism. Thus 
(61) w/(u/, v)u=u/OJCV, u) , U, u/ E U, v E V . 
Then we have clearly w'(bu, v)=bw/Cu, v) for U E U, v E V, bE B, and Wi is additive 
with respect to each variable. Hence for any element u of U we have 
(62) u=.I: (v/Cu, V.)Ui 
and the correspondence U----'f w/(u, Vi) is a B-homomorphism of Uinta B. Let Bo 
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be any subring of E which contains 1 and w/(u, v) for all u E U, v E 11. Then, 
since the implication II -> I in Lemma 3.3 remains valid if E there is replaced 
by any subring of E which contains 1 and (3i(V) for all v E V, i= 1, "', n, we 
have the first part of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 15.1. Let (V, U, w) be a regular pairing. Then U is a finitely 
generated, projective, left Eo-module and A is inverse-isomorphic to the Bo-endo-
morphism, ring of U. V is Bo-isomorphzc to the Bo-character module of U. 
To prove the second part, let (3: U -> Eo be any Eo-homomorphism. If we 
set vo=~ Vi{3(Ui), we have (3(u)={3(u ~ W(Vi, Ui»={3(~ WI(U, Vi)Ui)=~ o/(u, 1h){3(Ui) 
=o/(u, 2:t Vi{3(Ul»=W/(u, vo). Hence V=CharlJo U and the second part of Theorem 
15.1 is proved. 
For v E V, bEE we define vb by the formula w(vb, u)= w(v, bu) for all u E U. 
Then V becomes a two-sided A-E-module and we have 
(63) u E U, v, VI E V , 
sl11ce 
w(vw/(u, VI), ul)=w(v, w'(u, v/)ul ) = w(v, uw(vl , Ul» =w(v, u)(o(v/, ul ) = w((o(v, u)v/, u/) 
for all u/ E U. If W/(U, vl)=O for all v/ E V, then for all v E V we get w(v, U~VI =0 
and hence w(v, u)=O, and consequently u=O. Similarly, if w/(ul , v)=O for all 
u l E U, then we have v=O. Thus U and V form an orthogonal pair to B with 
respect to WI. 
Following Curtis [4], let us denote by w( V, Y) the left ideal of A generated 
by w(v, y) for all v E V, Y E Y where Y is any left Eo-submodule of U. Then we 
have 
(64) w(V, Y)={a\Ua C Y, aEA}, 
because if Uac;;;;;. Y then a = 2:t O)(V'i, uta) E w( V, Y), and conversely uw(v, y) = 
WI(U, v)y E Y for y E Y. 
LEMMA 15.2. Let I and F be left ideals of A. Then we have 
1) w( V, U1)=I; 
2) UI and UF are Eo-isomorphic if I and Fare A-is01norphic. 
PROOF. Let a be any element of 1. Then we have a=(~ w(Vt, ui»a= 
2:t W(Vi, uia). Since Uta E UI, this relation shows that Ie w( V, UI). The converse 
relation w(V, UncI being obvious, we obtain 1). Now suppose that there exists 
an A-isomorphism (J: I=F. If ~ Xlai=O for xiE U, a'IEI, i=l, "', m, then we 
have, for any element v of V, w(v,2:tXt(J(ai»=~w(V,xi)(J(ai)=(J(~W(v,xi)ai)=O 
and hence 2:t xi(J(ai) =0. Hence, if we set 
<p(.2: xjaj)=.2: xj(J(aj) , 
where Xj E U, aj E I, j= 1, .. " n, cp defines a single valued mapping from UI to 
UF. Since (} is an A-isomorphism, cp is one-to-one and onto. Thus cp is a Bo-
isomorphism of UIonto UF. 
THEOREM 15.3. Let (V, U, w) be a regular jJairing. SujJpose that Eo satisfies 
the minimum condition for left and right ideals and U is finitely generated as a 
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right A-module. Then A is a quasi-Frobenius ring if and only if U and V are 
finitely generated and injective as Eo-modules. Here Eo is a subring of E which 
contains 1 and w(u, v) jor all u E V, v E V. 
PROOF. Suppose that A is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Then, since V and U 
form an orthogonal pair to A with respect to (u, V and U are A-isomorphic to 
the A-character modules of each other by Theorems 2.8 and 14.1. By Theorem 
IS.1, V is a finitely generated, projective, right Eo-module. Hence by a theorem 
of Cartan and Eilenberg [3, p. 107] U is an injectiv(: left Eo-module. Similarly, 
V is injective as a right Eo-module. Thus the" only if" part is proved. 
To prove the" if" part, suppose that V and V are injective as Eo-modules. 
Since U has a composition series as a left Eo-module, it follows from the relation 
1) of Lemma IS.2 that A satisfies the minimum condition for left ideals. Let 
{ei I i= 1, .. " m} be a maximal set of primitive idempotents of A such that Aei 
and Aej are not A-isomorphic for i ~ j (d. § 7). Let Li be any minimal left 
subideal of Aei. Then Li is the unique minimal left subideal of Aei. To prove 
this, suppose that there exists another minimal subideal L/ of Ae'l such that 
L/~Li. Then we have ULi---...ULil=O; because if there exists an element x 
contained in VLi.....---.UL/, then for any element v of Vwe have w(v,x)ELLr---..L{=O 
by Lemma IS.2 and hence ;u= 0 by the orthogonality of (0. Since VLi and UL/ 
are contained in the indecomposable injective left Ell-module Uel, this is a 
contradiction. Thus LL is the unique minimal left sub ideal of Ae·L. 
We shall next prove that Li<=::::::L j implies Ae'L~Aej. Suppose that LL~Lj. 
Then by Lemma 15.2 ULi and UL j are Eo-isomorphic, and hence the semi-simple 
parts of UL l and UL j are Eo-isomorphic. Since the semi-simple part of Vel 
(resp. Uej) coincides with that of ULi (resp. UL j ) , we see by Theorem 6.1 that 
Uei and Uej are Eo-isomorphic. Therefore Aei and Aej are A-isomorphic. 
The above considerations are applied equally well to V and the right ideals 
of A. Hence A is a quasl-Frobenius ring. This completes the proof of Theorem 
IS.3. 
THEOREM IS.4. Let (V, U, w) be a regular pairing. Suppose that A satisfies 
the minimum condition for left ideals. Then the set No={blbVC UN(A), bE Eo} 
is a nilpotent two-sided ideal of Eo and NoV = UN(A). If el and ej are primitive 
idempotents of A, then Uet/UN(A)e'i and Uej/VNCA)ej are Eu-isomorphic if and 
only if Uet and Uej are Eo-isomorphic. 
PROOF. Since it is obvious that Noue UN(A), it is sufficient to prove that 
UN(A)CNoU. Let uEU, rEN(A). Then w'(u,rv)ENo for any vE V since 
WI(U, rv)ul =u(rw(v, u l )) for ul E U. Hence 14r= Z urw(vi, 141)= Z WI(U, rV'i)u'i E NoU. 
Thus the first part is proved. The second part follows immediately from the 
fact that U is a projective left Eo-module and No is nilpotent (d. [18]). 
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 15.S. Let (V, U, w) be a regular pairing. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent. 
I. (U, V, Wi) is a regular pairing. 
II. a) U is a finitely generated, projective, rzght A-module. 
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b) (J): V ->l-I om A (U, A) is an A-isO'ln01'phism. 
III. a) The functors T1(X)=V@AX, TlY)=Homli (V, Y) are iSO'l11orphisms 
between the categO'l'Y of all left A-'modules X and the categonJ of all left 
B-modules Y such that 1~ Tl and Tl Tz are naturally equivalent to the 
identity fvnctor. 
b) (J): V->HomA (V, A) is art A-isomorphism. 
Here (/): V->HomA (V, A) is the A-hO'lnomorjJhism defined by [(/)(v)](u)=w(v, u); 
(/) is a mono11'lOrphism. 
PROOF. i) 1-7II. Assume 1. Then the additive group generated by (J)'(u, v) 
for all u E V, v E V coincides with B since V is faithful as a B-module. As is 
proved by Curtis [4] and in Theorem 15.1, A is inverse-isomorphic to the B-
endomorphism ring of U by the correspondence a--+cpa where cpa(u)=ua. Since 
it follows from (63) that w/(ua, v l )= w/(u, av') for u E V, VI E V, A is the centralizer 
of V relative to B. Applying Theorem 15.1 to the regular pairing (V, V, WI) we 
see that V is finitely generated and projective as a right A-module. Similarly 
as in the proof of Theorem 15.1 we can prove the validity of II b). 
ii) II--+II1. Assume II. Let C be the A-endomorphism ring of V. For 
v € V, c E C, we have [(/)(v)c](u) =CO(v)(cu) =w(v, cu) for u € U. If we put l)C= 
(/)-1 ((J)(v)c) , then we have w(vc, u)=w(v, cu). Hence we have B=C. On the other 
hand, in virtue of Theorem 15.1 V is a finitely generated, projective, left B-
module. Therefore the validity of III a) follows from Theorem 3.4. 
iii) III--+ II is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
iv) II -d. Assume II. Since V is a finitely generated, projective, right 
A-module, it follmvs that there exist a finite number of elements E V, ({Jj € 
Hom_-teV,A), j=I,"',m such that u=2-u/'cpj(u) holds for any elementuof 
U. Since (/) is an A-isomorphism, if we set V/=(/)-l(cpj) , then we have u= 
~ Uj*w(v/, u). By (61) we get u= 2- u/(u/, v/,)u. Since U is faithful as a left 
B-module, this relation shows that ~ w/(Uj*, v/)=l. Thus (V, V, (j)1) is a regular 
pairing. 
COROLLARY 15.6. Let (V, V, w) be a regular jJairing such that (U, V, WI) is 
also a regular pairing. If A is a quasi-Frobenius ring, so also is B. 
PROOF. As is proved in ii) of the proof of Theorem 15.5 B coincides with 
the A -endomorphism ring of V. Hence by virtue of Theorem 7.5 the basic 
rings of A and B are isomorphic. Therefore by Theorem 9.3, B is quasi-
Frobenius. 
The results obtained by Curtis [4] are related with ours as follows. In case 
A is quasi-Frobenius, the condition II b) of Theorem 15.5 is always satisfied 
since in this case V and V form an orthogonal pair to A and II b) holds by 
Theorems 2.8 and 14.1. Thus Proposition 5 of [4] follows immediately from our 
Theorem 15.5. Our Corollary 15.6 is also a generalization of Theorem 6 and its 
Corollary in [4]. By our Theorems 8.4 and 9.3 we see that Theorem 7 of [4] is 
true without the assumption that the ring ~X is commutative. We have stated 
Theorem 15.4 as a supplement of Curtis's Theorem 4 in [4]. 
Finally we shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 15.7. Let U be a finitely generated, faithful, projective, left B-
module and V the B-character module of U. Suppose that V is faithful as a 
right B-module, and let A be the B-endomorphism ring of V. Then V is a left 
A-module and U can be considered as a right A-module, and (V, V, 0) forms a 
regular pairing if we choose OJ suitably. 
PROOF. We set o/(u, v)=v(u) for uE V, vE V. The m.apping V--'7VIW/(U, v) 
defines a B-homomorphism and hence there exists a unique element w(v', u) 
of A such that w(v', u)v=v l w'(u, v). Since o/Cu' (J)(v', 14), v) =o/(u', (J)(v l u)v) = 
o/(u', v'(J>'(u, v»)=u/(u', v')(J)'(u, v)=(J)'(o/(ul , v')u, v), we have U'(o(vl , u)=wl(z/, vl)u 
for U, u l E U, v E V. By the proof of Lemma 3.3 there exist a finite number of 
elements u·[ E U, Vi E V, i = 1, .. " m such that 2,(J)(v" Ut)= 1. Suppose that w(V, 140) 
=0 for all v E V. Then we have (/)(v, uo)v l =0 for all v, VI E V, and hence 
vu/Cuo, vl)=O for all 7), Vi E V. Therefore OJ/Cuo, v/)=O for all v' E V since V is 
faithful as a right B-module. Therefore we conclude that 140=0. Similarly \ve 
can prove that if (J)(vo, u) = 0 for all u E U then Vo =0. Since it is easily seen that 
a(J)(v, u)= w(av, u), (J)(v, u)a= w(v, ua) and that OJ is additive with respect to each 
variable, (V, U, w) is a regular pairing. 
16. The endomorphism rings of faithful modules over a quasi-Frobenius 
ring 
Let A be a ring and U a right A-module. Let B be the A-endomorphism ring 
of U; we shall consider B as a left operator domain of U. 
THEOREM 16.1. Suppose that U is a direct sum of two right A-modules UI 
and UII such that UI is finitely gene1'ated and projective as a right A-module 
and as a left C-module and that any C-endomorphism of U I is obtailted by the 
right multiplication of an ele111ent of A where C is the A-endomorjJhism, ring of 
UI. Then any B-endomorphism of U is obtained by the right multiplication of 
an element of A and U is a finitely generated, projective, left B-module. 
PROOF. From the assumption it follows in virtue of Lemma 3.3 that there 
exist a finite number of elements u/ E VI, a/ E HomA (UI, A), i= 1, ' .. , n such 
that 2:: a{(u/)= 1. If we define a'i E HomA (U, A) by setting aiCul)=a/Cu') for 
u' E UI, ai(u'/)=O for Ull E UII, then we have 2, ai(u/)= 1. Hence Theorem 
16.1 follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 16.2. Let U be a direct sum of two right A-modules U I and UII 
such that the conditions below are satisfied where C is the A-end01norphism ring 
of U I and we regard VI as a two-sided C-A-module: 
1) UI is injective as a right A-module and as a left C-module, and any 
C-endomorphism of UI is obtained by the right multiplication of an element of A. 
2) For any right ideal I of A with I~ A there exists a non-zero A-submodule 
of VI which is A-homomorphic to All, and for any left ideal J of C with J~ C 
there exists a non-zero C-submodule of V' which is C-homomorphic to CI J. 
Then any B-endomorphism of V is obtained by the right multiplication of an 
element of A. Furtherm,ore, if UN is obtained from A and VI by taJ?ing finite 
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direct sums, subJ110dules and quotient Jnodules, then U is an injective left B-
'JJwdule. 
PROOF. Let a be any B-endomorphism of U. If we denote by el the idem-
potent of B which induces the projection of U onto U', we have a(elu)=el(a(u» 
for any element u of U. Hence a induces a B' -endomorphism of ur where 
B' =el Bel. By assumption we may assume that C=B'. Hence by assumption 
we can find an element a of A such that a(el u)= (el u)a for any element u of U. 
Let a'(u)=a(u)-ua. Then a l is also a B-endomorphism of U and a'(e'u)=Ofor 
all u € U. We shall prove that a' = O. For this purpose, suppose that there 
exists an element Uo of U such that al(uO)=Ul~O. Then by Theorem 2.4- we 
can find an element f] of Charur (u1A) such that f](Ul) ~ O. Since U' is injective, 
f] is extended to an A-homomorphism f]* of U into U I • Hence there exists an 
element bo of B such that bou= f]*(u) for u € U. Thus we have (3(Ul) = bOUl = 
bo(a'(uo»= a'(bouo)= 0 since bouo€ UI. This is a contradiction. Therefore the first 
part is proved. 
Next we shall prove the second part. Let V be the U'-character module 
of U. Then V is a left C-module and is decomposed into a direct sum of two 
left C-modules V'" and VI/ such that V'is C-isomorphic to the left C-module 
C. Moreover, B is considered as a right operator domain of V and any C-
endomorphism of V is obtained by the right multiplication of an element of B; 
this is seen by Theorem 2.4-. Hence by Theorem 16.1 V is a projective right 
B-module. Since U is considered as the U' -character module of the left C-module 
V, by a theorem of Cart an and Eilenberg [3, p. 107], U is injective as a left 
B-module. 
In case A satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals, Theorems 6.3 and 
7.3 enable us to state the above theorems in the following forms. 
THEOREM 16.3. Suppose that U is decomjJosed into a direct sum of two right 
A-modules U' and UI/ such that Uf is a finitely generated, projective right A-
module and every simple right A -module is A -isomorphic to a quotient module of 
ur. Then any B-endomorphism of U is obtained by the right multijJlication of 
an element of A and U is a finitely generated, projective, left B-module. 
THEOREM 16.4. SupjJose that U is a direct sum of two finitely generated right 
A-modules UI and un such that UI is injective as a right A-module and such 
that every sinlple right A-module is A-isOJ1'lorphic to an A-submodule of Uf. Then 
any B-endomorphism of U is obtained by the right multiplication of an element 
of A and U is an injective left B-module. 
For the case U' = A the first part of Theorem 16.1 is proved by Nesbitt and 
Thrall [22], and the first part of Theorem 16.3 is proved by Nesbitt and Thrall 
[22] and by Osima [24]. The first part of Theorem 16.4 is proved also by Tachi-
kawa independently. 
The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem of Nesbitt and 
Thrall [22] and is due to G. Azumaya; it is proved similarly as in Nesbitt and 
Thrall [22] in view of the fact that projective modules over a quasi-Frobenius 
ring are injective (cf. Theorem 14.1), 
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THEOREM 16.5. Let A be a quasi- Frobenius ring. Then any faithful right 
A-module contains a direct summaJld which is A-isomorphic to Ae where e=.::z ek,l 
k 
is defined by (50), § 7. 
Now we are in a position to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 16.6. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring. Let V be a finitely gene-
rated, faithful, right A-l1wdule, and let B be the A-endom.orphism ring of V; we 
shall consider B as a left operator donzain of V. Then U is f£nitely generated, 
projective and injective as a left B-module. The ring B is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring if aJ''ld only if U is projective as a right A-module, and 1j this is the case 
the basic rings of A and Bare isomorj)hic. 
PROOF. The first part follows readily from Theorems 16.3, 16.4 and 16.5. 
Suppose that U is projective as a right A-module. Then by Theorem 16.5 U 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.3 (or Theorem 7.3) and hence by Theorems 
8.4 and 9.3 the basic rings of A and B are isomorphic and B is quasi-Frobenius. 
Conversely, if B is quasi-Frobenius, then U is projective as a right A-module 
as is proved by the first part. Thus our theorem is completely proved. 
As a corollary to this theorem we obtain the following theorem in virtue of 
Theorem 9.3. 
THEOREM 16.7. Theoren1 16.6 remains true if we replace "a quasi- Frobenius 
ring" by "a uni-serial ring," "a weakly sym,metric ring," "an almost symmetric 
ring" or "a symmetric algebra." 
The following theorem gives a characterization of the endomorphism ring of 
a faithful module over a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
THEOREM 16.8. Let B be a ring satisfying the min.imum condition jor lefl 
and right ideals. Then B is isomorf)hic to the A -endomorf}hism ring of a finitely 
generated, faithful, right A-module with a suitable quasi-Frobenius ring A if and 
only if there exists an idempotent eo of B such that Beo and eaB are faithful 
injective (left and right respectively) B-Jnodules and such that any eoBeo-endomor-
phism of Beo (resp. eoB) is obtained by the left (resp. right) multiplication of an 
element of B. 
PROOF. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring and U a finitely generated, faithful, 
right A.-module. If we denote by V the A-character module of V, then the 
A. -endomorphism ring B of U is inverse-isolll.orphic to the A. -endomorphism ring 
of V. In this case (V, U, (0) forms a regular pairing where co(v, u)=v(u) for 
v E V, u E U. Hence by Theorem 15.3 V is considered as the B-character module 
of V, and U, Vare faithful, projective, injective B-modules. Thus the" only if" 
part is proved. Conversely, suppose that Bea and eoB are faithful, injective (left 
and right respectively) ideals. In virtue of Theorems 15.7 and 15.3 it is seen 
that the B-endomorphism ring eoBeo of eaB is a quasi-Frobenius ring. Hence 
the "if" part is proved. 
The following theorem shows the extent to which a faithful module over a 
quasi-Frobenius ring can be recaptured from its ring of operator-endomorphisms. 
THEOREM 16.9. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring such that its basic ring 
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coincides with A itself. Let U and V be two finitely generated, faithful, rig'ht 
A-modules. Then, for any ring-isomorphism <p front the A-endomorphism ring 
B of U onto the A-endomorphism ring C of V, there exists a semi-linear (A, fJ)-
isomorjJhism (J) from U onto V (i.e. w(ua)=U)(u)O(a) for u E U, a E A, and 0 is a 
ring-automorjJhism of A) such that w(bu)= <p(b)w(u) for u E U, bE B. 
PROOF. According to Theorems 16.3, 16.4 and 16.5, the left B-module U is 
finitely generated, faithful, projective and injective. We set 
for vE V, bEB. 
Then V is a left B-module and moreover V is finitely generated, faithful, pro-
jective and injective as a left B-module. Since the B-endomorphism rings of U 
and V are inverse-isomorphic to A and the basic ring of A coincides with A 
itself, the left B-modules U and V are B-isomorphic to Bel and Bez where each 
of el and ez is a finite sum of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents such 
that any two of them, generate non-isomorphic primitive left ideals of B. Here 
it is to be noted that the ring B is semi -primary in the sense that its radical is 
nilpotent and the residue class ring modulo its radical satisfies the minimum 
condition for left and right ideals. Since Bei C B for i= 1,2 and U, V are 
faithful as B-modules, the semi-simple parts of the left B-modules U and V are 
B-isomorphic. Since U and V are injective as left B-modules and Theorem 6.1 
(except statement 3°) holds for semi-primary rings in the sense mentioned above, 
we see that U and V are B-isomorphic. Let w: U -7 V be a B-isomorphism from 
U onto V. Then we have 
(J)(bu) =b * w(u) =<p(b)w(u) for u E U, bE B . 
On the other hand, for an element a af A the mapping v -} (j)(w-1(v)a) defines a 
C-endomorphism of V and hence there exists an element OCa) of A such that 
w(w-1(v)a)=vO(a). Thus we have w(ua)=w(u)O(a). Now it is easy to see that () 
is a ring-automorphism of A. This completes our proof. 
K. Asano [1] has proved that for two finitely generated faithful right modules 
U and V over a commutative uni-serial ring there exists a semi-linear isomor-
phism of U onto V if their operator-endomorphism rings are isomorphic. Even 
in this special case our theorem states much more than Asano's theorem. 
Let U be a faithful right A-module. Then for any element a of the center 
Z(A) of the ring A, the mapping u-}ua defines an A-endomorphism <pa of U. 
The correspondence a -} <pa. is easily shown to give an isomorphism from Z(A) 
onto the center of the A -endomorphism ring B of U; we shall identify these 
two centers and regard Z (A) as the center of B. 
THEOl}EM 16.10. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring such that its basic ring 
coincides with A itself and every ring-automorphism of A leaving its center Z (A) 
elementwise fixed is inner. Let U and V be two finitely generated, faithful, right 
A-modules. Then, for any ring-isomorphism <p from the A-endomorphism ring 
B of U onto the A -endomorphism ring ring C of V such that <p is the identity 
on Z(A), there exists an A-isomorphism (J) from U onto V such that w(bu)= <p(b)w(u) 
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for uEU, bEB. 
PROOF. By Theorem 16.9 there exists a semi-linear (A,O)-isomorphism (V 
from U onto V such that (l)(bu)=<p(b)w(u) for u E U, bE B. Let a be any element 
of Z (A). Then we have w(u)(} ,a) = (J}(ua) = (J}(au) = <p(a;(J)(u) = a(t)(u) = lO(u)a, and 
hence (}(a)=a. By the assumption of the theorem there exists an element ao 
of A such that 0(a)=aoaao- 1. If ,ve set 0/(14) = (o(u)ao , then we have o/(ua)= 
(J/(u)a, o/(bu)= <p(b)u/(u) for u E U, a E A, bE B. Thus 0/ satisfies the conditions 
of our theorem. 
COROLLARY 16.11. Let A be the same as in Theorem 16.10. Let B be the 
A-endomorjJhism ring of a finitely generated, faithful, right A-nwdule U. Then 
any ring-automorphism <p of B leaving its center elementwise fixed is inner. 
PROOF. There exists an A-isomorphism (I) of U onto itself such that o)(bu)= 
.p(b)(J)(u) for uE U, bE B. Since 0) is an A-isomorphism of U onto itself, there 
exists an element bo of B such that (o(u)=bou for every u E U and bO- 1 exists. 
Hence we have bobu= <p(b)bou and consequently <p(b)=bobbo- 1 for bE B. 
As is easily shO\vn, Theorem 16.9 fails to be true if the condition that the 
basic ring of A coincides with A itself is dropped. By Lemma 7.2 we can 
deduce the following theorem from Theorem 16.9. 
THEOREM 16.12. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring and AO=eAe the basic 
ring of A where e is an idempotent d(fined by (50). Let U and V be finitely 
generated, faithful, right A-modules. Then the A-endomorj)hism rings of U and 
V are isomorjJhic if and only 7/ there exists a se71'li-linear (A 0 , (})-isomorjJhism OJ 
Ue onto Ve w£th a ring-auto71w1'jJhism (} of AO. 
17. QF-3 algebras 
An algebra is called a QF-3 algebra if it has a unique minimal faithful 
representation. This notion was introduced by Thrall [29] as a generalization 
of quasi-Frobenius algebras. In this section we shall show how to obtain QF-3 
algebras. We shall first state the following lemma due to Tachikawa [28]. 
LEMMA 17.1. An algebra A is a QF-3 algebra 1/ and only if there exists a 
faithful, projective, injective, left A-l1lOdule . 
. According to Theorem 16.6, if A is a quasi-Frobenius subalgebra of the full 
matrix ring (K)n over a commutative field K, then the commutator algebra of 
A in (K)n is a QF -3 algebra. 
THEOREM 17.2. Let A be an algebra (of finite ranI?') over a cmnrnutative field 
K. Let U be a finitely generated, faithful, right A-module such that every 
indecomposable projective right A-module as well as every indecOlnjJosable injective 
right A-J1lOdule is A-isomorphic to a direct summand of U. Then U is a faithful, 
projective, injective, left B-module and B is a QF-3 algebra where B is the A-
erldomorphism ring of U and is considered as a left operator domain of U. 
This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorems 16.3 and 16.4. 
THEOREM 17.3. Let B be a QF -3 algebra and let eI, ez be two idemjJotents 
such that Bel and ezB are dual representation modules of each other and they are 
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faithful as Ii-modules. If Bo is a subalgebra of B which contains 1, Bel and 
e2 B, then Bo is also a QF -3 algebra. 
PROOF. By the assumption Bo contains el and e'J., and we have BOel = Bel, 
e'J.Bo=e'J.B. Since Bel and e'J.B are dual representation modules of each other, 
BOel and e'J.Bo are also dual representation modules of each other as Bo-modules 
and they are faithful as Bo-modules. Hence Bo is a QF-3 algebra by Lemma 17.1. 
LEMMA 17.4. Let B be a QF-3 algebra and let {el, ... , en} be a 1naxil1wl set 
of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of B such that Bei is not B-isomor-
phic to Bej for i ~ j. Suppose that Be is a faithful injective left B-module where 
e=el + ... +ent (Wi,;;;;" n) and that the dual representation module of Be! is B-
isomorphic to e7t Ci) B for i= 1, "', m. Let U be a faithful, projective, injective, 
left B-module and let A be the B-endomorphism ring of U (which is considered 
as a right operator domain of U). 
0) Every indec01nposable projective or injective right A-module is A-isomorjJhic 
to a direct SU1J'zmand of the right A -module U. 
1) If IT is a jJennutation of (1, .. " m), then A is a quasi-Frobenius algebra. 
2) If {I, "', m}'---'{IT(I), ... , n<m)}={I,···, n},5) therz every indecomposable 
direct sUJn1nand of the right A-module U is either projective or injective. 
3) If B is a QF-2 algebra in ihe sense of Thrall [29], then every indec01npos-
able direct summaJ'ld of the right A -module U has a unique Jnaximal A -submodule 
and a unique minimal A-submodule (in particular, A is a QF-2 algebra) . 
. ' In case any A-endonwrphisrn of U is obtained by tlie left ntultijJlication of an 
element of B, the converses of 1), 2) and 3) are true. 
PROOF. The left B-module Be is B-isomorphic to a direct summand of the 
left B-module U and eBe is isomorphic to the basic algebra of A. By Lemma 
7.2 and Theorem 13.1 we see that it is sufficient to treat the case where U=Be 
and A=eBe. 
We set A=eBe. Then the dual representation module of the left A-module 
eBei (i::; m) is A-isomorphic to e7t(i)Be and hence e7t(i)Be is an indecomposable 
injective right A-module, while eiBe is an indecomposable projective right A-
module (i < m). Therefore 0) and 2) hold. If B is a QF -2 algebra, then ejB is 
B-isomorphic to a B-submodule of e7t(i)B with some i < m and hence ejBe is 
A-isomorphic to an A-submodule of the right A-module e7t(i)Be, and consequently 
ejBe has a unique minimal A-submodule. By consideration of dual representation 
modules, we see that 3) holds. 1) is a direct consequence of Theorem 16.8. 
Suppose that any A -endomorphism of Be is obtained by the left multiplication 
of an element of B. Since ej is a primitive idempotent, ejBe is indecomposable 
as a right A-module. {eiBe I i=l, "', m} and {e-n:(i)Be I i= 1, "', m} are respec-
tively the totality of non-isomorphic indecomposable projective right A-modules 
and the totality of non-isomorphic indecomposable injective right A-modules. 
Therefore, according as ejBe is projective or injective, we have j < m or j= n(i) 
with some i < m. Thus the converse of 2) holds. 
5) This condition is satisfied if B is a QF-l algebra(cf. Thrall [29]). 
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Since e' B is faithful as a right B-module where e' = e".(l) + ... +e".(m), any 
simple right ideal of B is B-isomorphic to the semi-simple part of e".u)B with 
some i < m, and the latter is B-isomorphic to e'lBje1N where N means the radical 
of B_ Therefore for any simple right ideal I of B we have always Ie ~ O. 
Hence, if ejB has two distinct simple right ideals Ii and 12 , then ejBe has two 
distinct simple right A-modules lie and I2e. Therefore if ejBe has a unique 
minimal right A-submodule, then ejB has also a unique minimal right B-sub-
module. By consideration of dual representation modules, we see that the con-
verse of 3) holds. 
Since the converse of 1) is a direct consequence of Theorem 16.8, our 
theorem is completely proved. 
THEOREM 17.5. Let B be a QF-3 algebra over a cOJnmutative field K and e 
an idempotent of B such that Be is faithful and injective as a left B-modu1e. 
Then Be is a right A-module where we set A=eBe, and every indecom,posable 
jJroJective or injective right A-module is A-isomorphic to a direct sum11'zand of 
the right A-module Be. If we denote by B* the A-endomorpeis,n ring of Be, then 
B* is a QF-3 algebra and B may be considered as a subring of B* wdh the pro-
perty described in Theorerrl 17.3. More precisely, let b -} L(b) = (A 'lib» be the 
representation, of B in K wdh degree n determined by the representation module 
Be; then B is isomorphic to a subring L(B)= {L(b) Ib E B} of (K)n and if we denote 
by L(B*) the comm,utator algebra of the commutator algebra of L(B) in (IOn, 
L(B) is a subring of L(B*) with the property described in Theorem, 17.3. 
PROOF. The first part is a direct consequence of Lemma 17.4 and Theorem 
17.2. Let {Ul, ... , Un} be a K-basis of Be. Then we have 
bUl=~ Uj).j·l(b) , for bE B, 
j 
Ula= ~ UjJ-lji(a) , for a E A=eBe . 
j 
Since UiUj= ~ Ur).1-j(ui)=UteUje= ~ urJ-lri(euje), we have ),7·iCu·l) = J-lri(euje). An 
element C in (K)n belongs to L(B*) if and only if CM(euje)=M(euje)C for all 
J = 1, ... , n where M(euje) = (J-l1·S(eUje». Hence we have, for C= (Ci}) E L(B*), 
~ Cb·).7·k(Uj) = ~ }.,.lk(US)cSj. Thus we have 
(65) for C E L(B*) , 
and L(B*) is defined to be the set of all elements C of (Kh satisfying the 
relation (65) for all j=l, ···,n. 
If e' B is the dual representation module of Be, we can find a K-basis {Vi, 
. ", Vn} of e' B such that 
for bE B . 
Then L(B*) is obtained as the set of all elements C= (eij) of (K)n satisfying 
(66) for r=l,···,n. 
By the relations (65) and (66) we have 
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L(B*)L(e)=L(B)L(e) , L(e')LCB*)=L(e/)LCB) . 
Thus the theorem is completely proved. 
According to Theorem. 17.5, it is seen that any QF -3 algebra is obtained by 
the method indicated in Theorems 17.2 and 17.3. 
LEMMA 17.6. Let A and B be two algebras over a commutative field K. 
Sup/Jose that U and V are finitely generated left A- and B-J1wdules respeG·tively. 
If U and V are j)rojective (resj). injective), then U@K V is j)rojective Crespo 
injective) as a left A @K B-mod-ule. 
PROOF. If U and V are projective, then U0 V is clearly projective as a 
left A ® B-module. Suppose that U and V are injective. Then their dual 
representation modules leU) and lCV) are projective and hence leU) 0 lCV) is 
projective as a right A @ B-module. Since the dual representation module of 
U® V is A@B-isomorphic to ](U)0l(V), we see that U0 V is injective as a 
left A 0B-module. Thus Lemma 17.6 is proved. 
THEOREM 17.7. If A and B are two QF -3 algebras over a commutative field 
K, then their tensor product A 0K Baver K is also a QF-3 algebra. 
PROOli'. Let U Crespo V) be a finitely generated, faithful, projective, injec-
tive, left A-module Crespo B-module). Then U0 V is faithful, projective and 
injective as a left A 0 B-module by virtue of Lemmas 10.3 and 17.6. Hence 
A0B is a QF-3 algebra by Lemma 17.1. 
Finally we shall prove the following theorem6 ); it may be of some interest in 
view of the known fact that an algebra A is uni-serial if and only if the residue 
class algebra A/I is a Frobenius algebra for every two-sided ideal I of A Cd. 
Nakayama (20)). 
THEOREM 17.8. An algebra A is generalized uni-serial if and only if the 
residue class algebra A/I is a QF-3 algebra for every two-sided ideal I of A. 
PROOF. Suppose that A is generalized uni-serial. If I is a two-sided ideal 
of A, then A/I is generalized uni-serial and hence it is a QF-3 algebra. This 
proves the "only if" part. 
Conversely, suppose that the residue class algebra A/I is a QF-3 algebra for 
every two-sided ideal I of A. Let L be any indecomposable left A-module. If 
we denote by I the set of a1l elements x of A such that xL = O. Then I is a 
two-sided ideal of A and L is a faithful left A/I-module. Since A/I is a QF-3 
algebra, we see that L is A/I-isomorphic to the unique minimal faithful left 
A/I-module. Hence L is A-homomorphic to a primitive left ideal of A. The 
same situation prevails for indecomposable right A-modules. Therefore, by a 
theorem of Nakayama7), we conclude that A is generalized uni-serial. Thus our 
theorem is proved. 
6) Added in proof. 
7) T. Nakayama,Note on uni-serial and generalized uni-serial rings. Proc. Acad. 
Tokyo, 16, 285-289 (1941). 
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APPENDIX 
18. The uniqueness of duality for locally compact commutative groups 
Let ~kc be the category consisting of all locally compact commutative groups 
and of all continuous homomorphisms. A contravariant functor D from @LC to 
itself is said to be a duality for ®LC if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
1) D 2 is naturally equivalent to the identity functor. 
2) D maps the topological space Hom (X, )(1) continuously into Hom (D(X'), 
D(X» for any X, XI in ®LC. 
Here (and throughout this section) Hom (X, XI) means the- topological space 
which consists of all continuous homomorphisms of X into XI and which has 
the compact-open topology (i.e. the family of all [e, G] forms a sub-basis where 
[e, Gl={ala(C)cG, aE Hom (X, XI)} and e ranges over all compact sets of X 
arid G ranges over all open sets of XI). 
Let P be the additive group of real numbers reduced modulo 1 and set 
Char X=Hom eX-, P) . 
For a continuous homomorphism I: X -) XI \ve define Char I: Char XI -} Char X 
by 
[Char I](a') =a' 0 I for a l E Char XI . 
Then Char I is a continuous homomorphism. The natural homomorphism 
n(X): X -0 Char (Char X) 
defined by [n(X)(x)](a)=a(x) for aE Char X is continuous and moreover is a 
topological isomorphism. This is the Pontrjagin duality_ Furthermore, Char 
induces a topological isoHlorphism of Hom (X, XI) onto Hom (Char XI, Char X) 
by the correspondence I -0 Char I _ This fact has been already observed by 
Eilenberg and MacLane [5, p. 256]. Thus the Pontrjagin duality is actually a 
duality for @LC in our sense. The purpose of this section is to establish the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 18.1. There exists essentially a unique duality for @LC; that is, any 
duality D lor (~kc is equivalent to the Pontrjagin duality. 
PROOF. Let D be a duality for (S)LC. Then there exists a natural equivalence 
tZ from the identity functor to D2; for each X in @LC a topological isomorphism 
tZ(X): X -} D2(X) is defined and the diagram 
X _1_-+ XI 
1 A(X) 1 A(X') 
D2(X) D2(/~ D2(X') 
is commutative for any continuous homomorphism I: X -0 X'. 
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Let us denote by A the additive group of all integers with the discrete 
topology. For any locally compact commutative group X we define a continuous 
homomorphism cpx: A-> X by the formula cpx(a)=ax for a E A. Then the mapping 
(67) r: X->Hom CA, X) 
defined by T(x)=cpx is a continuous homomorphism. Because for any compact 
set K of A and an open set G of X such that cpxo E [K, G] where Xo is an element 
of X, we can determine a finite number of open sets L i , i = 1, ... , m of A and 
a finite number of open neighbourhoods W'l(XO) of Xo such that 
7)t 
KC ULi ; LiWi(XO)CG, i=l,···,rn, 
i=l 
and hence we have 
?n 
([Jx E [K, G] for x E n Wi(XO) . 
i=l 
Thus r is continuous. 
We now apply the proof of Theorem 5.1 to the present case. Let us set 
U=D(A) . 
Since for any positive integer n we have D(CPn)=D(CPl)+'" +D(CPl), D(cpJ)=l 
where cpn: A - A is defined by CPn(a) =na, the relation D(cpn)u= nu holds for any 
U E U and for any positive (and hence negative) integer n. Hence the group U* 
defined by (39) coincides with U. Since r is continuous, the mapping w: U - U 
defined by 
w(u)= [{D(A(A» 0 A(D(A»}-l 0 D(cpu) 0 ,{(A)](l) 
is continuous (d. (40). Since w-1(u)= [D(cpu) 0 J(A)](l), CO-I is also continuous. 
Hence 0) is a topological isomorphism. The mapping (/)l(X)- Hom (X, U) defined 
by (42), i.e. 
[(/)l(X)](y) = w- 1 0 [D(A(A» 0 A(D(A»]-I 0 D(cpy) 0 ,{(X) 
where yE D(X) and cpy(a)=ay for a E A, is continuous. Since [(/)l(X)]-I(a)= 
[D(w 0 a) 0 A(A)](l) for a E Hom (X, U), (/)l(X)-l is also continuous. Thus (/)l(X) is 
a topological isomorphism. The ring-automorphism () defined by (45) is the 
identity. 
Therefore if we set, for any X in ®LC, 
Charu X=Hom (X, U) 
and define Charu f: Charu X'->Charu' X by the formula [Charu !](a')=a' o! 
where f: X_XI is a continuous homomorphism and a' E Charu XI, then the 
functors D and Charu are naturally equivalent and the natural homomorphism 
TCu(X): X - Charu (Charu X) 
defined by [TCu(X)(x)](a)=a(x) for xEX, aECharuX, is a topological isomorphism; 
the latter fact is seen from (44). 
[Sci. Rep. T.K.D. Sect. A. 
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Now we apply a theorem of Pontrjagin [33, p. 164], which is easily shown 
to be valid for a general locally compact commutative group Q, to the present 
case. Then we see that U must be topologically isomorphic to the additive group 
P of real numbers reduced modulo 1. Thus our theorem is proved. 
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Added in proof. Several months after this paper had been submitted for publication, 
received from Prof. G. Azumaya a copy of the manuscript of his forthcoming paper: A 
duality theory for injective modules, submitted to Amer. J. Math. I have found that 
his paper has some points in comm.on with ours (for example, Theorems 6, 8, 10 and 
Proposition 10 in his paper are included in our paper). I wish to express my thanks to 
him for his kindness. 
As for QF-1 algebras see my paper: On algebras for which every faithful representa-
tion is its own second commutator, forthcoming in Math. Zeitschr. 
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